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FOREWORD (SUGGESTED)
Visiting Accreditation is a report from the study on Strengthening the
Accreditation Process, a project of the Northeast and Islands Regional
Educational Laboratory at Brown University (the LAB).
This report is the result of a two-year, in-depth study of the accreditation
process currently in use by the New England Association of Schools and
Colleges/Commission on Public Secondary Schools (NEASC/CPSS). Since 95%
of the public high schools in the six New England states are members of
NEASC/CPSS and since they have voluntarily agreed to be part of the ongoing accreditation process, the potential impact of this work on New
England public high schools is unusually significant.
This study is part of the LAB’s Initiative on Restructuring Secondary Schools.
The LAB believes that the current practice of public secondary school
accreditation has great potential for improving the quality of public education
in New England.
The LAB was fortunate in retaining the services of Thomas A. Wilson to
serve as the principal investigator for this multi-year project. Dr. Wilson is a
recognized expert on the methodology of the school visit and on how the visit
contributes to systems of public school accountability. Spanning thirty years,
his work has focused on how to use research for improving the educational
practice of public school practitioners.
The close working relationship between NEASC/CPSS and the LAB has
made this study possible. This partnership is exemplary of the relationships
the LAB seeks to forge with school practitioners and the organizations and
agencies that define public education in the northeast region of the United
States.
The LAB gratefully acknowledges the contributions that the Commission, its
member schools and its visiting teams have made to this study.
We are confident that this document will meet the Commission’s request for a
report that will “provoke and support” its deliberations, as it considers how to
strengthen its accreditation process so that it will best serve New England
secondary schools. The LAB stands ready to provide continued support to
NEASC/CPSS.
FOR THE LAB,
Phil Zarlengo,
Joe DiMartino

PREFACE
An amazing and unpredictable congruence of events made this study
possible. In 1996 I had just finished a major study and book on traditional
school inspection, as practiced for more than 150 years in Britain. I was
looking for an opportunity to learn more about the practice, not the policy, of
American school accountability to see if the assumptions behind the English
approach could make a positive difference.
Pushed by many new codes of standards, American school reform was
grappling with the simple belief that, if schools were held accountable for
higher standards for student learning, they would improve. That led to the
complex question of how to be certain that these standards would make a
significant difference in the quality and rigor of what students learned.
Public educators became absorbed with determining what must be done to
make schools accountable.
At that same time the Commission on Public Secondary Schools of the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges was strengthening its process of
accreditation to meet its newly formulated Statement of Purpose.
Focusing particularly on the needs of linguistically and culturally diverse
students, the LAB at Brown had just been established to promote school
improvement that would result in all learners achieving excellence.
Committed to collaborative inquiry as a strategy, it was building ties with
those directly working to provide educational services in the northeast region,
which includes all New England states.
This study began in January 1997, when my interests converged with those
of NEASC/CPSS and the LAB. The LAB agreed to make this work possible.
During the last two years, this three-way relationship has paid off in
surprising ways.
The LAB provided me with an effective organizational context in which to
work. It provided me with necessary and competent administrative support.
My colleagues there had the wisdom to know when to prod and when not to
prod. I am particularly grateful to Joe DiMartino and Karen Weller, my main
connections at the LAB, for their continuing thoughtful counsel. Phil
Zarlengo, Juan Lopez, Nancy Levitt-Vieira, Ezzy Lopez, Rita Paliotta, Pat
Doyle and several others provided the necessary administrative support.
Tonya Whitman did a yeoman’s job on the bibliography. Joe DiMartino, Gwen
Jordan and Karen Weller each made important contributions in developing
the substance of the study.
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The Commission became a vital partner. The ideas and issues of this study
are firmly rooted in the wisdom of its tradition, as well as in the reality of its
century-long history and its current situation. The Commission’s Board
invited me to several of its quarterly meetings as a guest so I could see first
hand how it worked. A major component throughout was the thoughtful,
practical and lively discussion of Commission members, Commission staff
and the teachers and principals of member schools.
This study would not have been possible and its potential would never have
been realized without the cooperation, openness and involvement of the
Commission members, its staff, and its member schools. Alan Bookman and
Albert Miller, Chairs of the Commission during this study, took a special and
thoughtful interest in its conduct. Commission members John Deasy and
Robert Fraser participated in interview-discussions on particular points that
are important to this study. Robert Mackin, Chair of the Standards Review
Committee, and Jacqueline G. Soychak, Chair of the Self-Study Development
Committee, provided important input on specific study issues.
Vincent Ferrandino, Executive Director and CEO of NEASC; Janet Allison,
Associate Director of the NEASC/CPSS; Joseph Daisy, Associate Director
NEASC/CPSS; and Roberta Knight, Secretary to the Director NEASC/CPSS,
offered thoughtful explanations and comments on the substance of this study
and helpful suggestions on its logistics. The support and substantive
contributions of Pamela Gray-Bennett, Director of the Commission, were
essential to the conduct and analysis of this study.
While there were no formal ties, the work of this study was related to my
work on the school visit with the School Accountability for Learning and
Teaching (SALT) initiative at the Rhode Island Department of Education. As
a result, this study owes thanks to the Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner,
the SALT Leadership team, and the schools and team members who made up
SALT during this period.
Finally, I owe thanks to my wife Leslie Oh for her skillful editing and wise
sustenance.
Full acknowledgement of the organizations and individuals who contributed
to this study is presented in Appendix A.
This work with NEASC/CPSS has been fascinating. Although I know this
report is far from perfect, this work has contributed so much to my knowledge
of the school visit and its place in American education that I find it easy to
accept responsibility for any of its short-comings and mistakes.
I would like Visiting Accreditation to be helpful to the Commission and
others, who are struggling with the issues of school accountability and
improvement in New England public schools. Hopefully, this study will
succeed in enhancing the understanding of the value and practice of
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accreditation. Hopefully, this report will inform the continuing thoughtful
discussion of the Commission about its present situation and the decisions it
needs to make to strengthen the value of accreditation for its member schools
and the public.

Thomas A. Wilson
Catalpa Ltd.
January 1999
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study examines the process through which the Commission on Public
Secondary Schools of the New England Association of Schools and Colleges
(NEASC/CPSS) accredits the public high schools of New England. In this era
of heightened interest in standards for public schools and systems of school
accountability, it makes sense to understand how accreditation as the oldest
and most traditional of the standards-based systems of accountability
actually works.
The Commission is one of five that comprise the Association. Through these
commissions, the Association accredits approximately 1,800 New England
institutions of learning including colleges, universities, independent K-12
schools, public elementary, public middle, public secondary and vocationaltechnical schools. Established as a private, non-profit, membership
organization, the Association has no formal organizational relationship to
any school district or state department of education.
It is ironic that school accreditation has received so little serious attention
from the education research community. While most people want their
children to attend an accredited school, they have little notion of what being
accredited actually means. The education research community most often
portrays it as a naïve procedure that lacks rigor, consequences and
impartiality. Most of these conclusions reveal misconceptions and lack of
knowledge about how accreditation works and what value it brings to public
education.
Nevertheless, there is little doubt that the recent intensification of using
government agencies (state departments, and school districts) to hold schools
accountable by testing the performance of their students against the new
standards for school performance poses critical challenges to accreditation.
The private agencies that accredit public schools must respond effectively to
these challenges, if public school accreditation is to survive.
From within this context two central study questions emerged:
How does NEASC/CPSS accreditation work?
How must it change to meet the challenges it faces in 1999?
To answer those questions the nontraditional design of this study combined
elements of basic research design with elements of interactive, applied
research.
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This study presents 41 findings about how accreditation works, and about the
issues the Commission now faces as it implements its new Statement of
Purpose.
The comprehensive evidence base for the findings took two years to develop.
It includes careful observation of six full school visits carried out by
NEASC/CPSS visiting teams, a comprehensive survey of the research
literature about accreditation, extensive feedback about the initial study
findings, and participant observation of two NEASC/CPSS working
committees that revised both the standards and the self-study.
In summary form, these are the most important study findings:
NEASC/CPSS accreditation is built upon peer judgments about how
well schools meet peer-established standards. The nature of these
standards and the process used by the Commission to decide whether a
school adheres to them varies significantly from the standards and
processes used by government agencies to hold schools accountable.
The accreditation visit, the “signature event of accreditation,” is built
upon a methodology for knowing schools. The Commission’s acceptance
of this major finding about the nature of the visit will not only provide
a strong platform to strengthen the rigor of the visit, but to strengthen
the whole accreditation process as well.
The current (1997) self-study must be overhauled, if it is to become an
important tool for school improvement.
To implement its central function of “serving the public interest” the
Commission must greatly strengthen its public voice.
The steps the Commission has taken in response to the challenge are
consistent with its Statement of Purpose and have built potential for
success. To take advantage of this potential, the Commission must now
revise its visit protocol and develop a bold strategy to strengthen its
public voice.
This is the primary report of the study. Visiting Accreditation Supplement:
Source-of-Evidence Documents presents additional documents that have
served as major parts of the evidence base for this study.
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Note on Sources-of-Evidence and citations:
References indicated by SE # “n” refer to the sources of evidence which
are described in the section of this report entitled, Sources of Evidence.
Documents directly cited are listed in Cited References, which appears
just before the Appendix.
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CONTEXT, QUESTIONS AND DESIGN

The roots of this study are intertwined with the tradition, responsibilities
and work of the Commission on Public Secondary Schools of the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC/CPSS). In the last
seven years the deliberations and actions of the Commission have been
unusually important. Its deliberate sense of purpose and the intensity and
thoughtfulness of its discussions lead one to the conjecture that something
historic may be happening that will have an important effect on New
England secondary schools, and possibly American public education.
Because of this potential, it is critical to set this study carefully within the
tradition of the issues that have shaped NEASC/CPSS and its accreditation
process. The Context of this study is divided into four parts: Organization,
History, Issues and Challenges. It is followed by the Study Questions, which
lead to the study Design.

THE CONTEXT
The Current Organization of the Association and the Commission
In 1952 NEASC became the accrediting agency for New England’s colleges
and universities, and its public and independent schools. A school or college
becomes a member when, based on a self-study and the report of a team of
peers that visits the institution, the appropriate Commission of the
Association judges that the institution adheres to its set of standards. Five
current Commissions are defined by the category of the institutions each one
accredits: Institutions of Higher Education, Independent Schools, Public
Secondary Schools, Technical and Career Schools and Public Elementary
Schools.
The Commission on Public Secondary Schools (NEASC/CPSS) is the largest
of the commissions. In 1997 its 689 member schools represented almost 95%
of all New England public high schools. The 26 Commission (Board)
members, who meet quarterly, represent the member schools and their school
systems. Currently 18 seats are filled by high school administrators, three by
middle school administrators and three by central office administrators. One
public representative and one teacher complete the membership.
Like the four other NEASC commissions, NEASC/CPSS is responsible for
defining the standards for accreditation for its member schools and for
developing, implementing and reviewing its accreditation process to
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determine whether a school adheres to those standards. Three full-time
professional staff and six-support staff carry out the directives and decisions
of the Commission, including managing the logistics and professional support
for 70 school reviews a year. The staff builds its visiting teams from a pool of
14,000 school practitioners, comprised of those who have served on a visiting
team before or who have indicated an interest in serving. In addition, the
staff completes the preparation of 450-500 school reports for Commission
action each year (e.g., two-year, five-year and special progress reports).
The History that Defined NEASC/CPSS Accreditation
For one hundred and fourteen years the deliberations and decisions of the
Commission on Secondary Schools of the New England Association of Schools
and Colleges (NEASC/CPSS) have been important for New England schools.
The history of the Association and the Commission provided an intriguing
backdrop for this study. It explained the current organizational structure of
the Commission and identified three important issues that are historically
imbedded in its continuing deliberation about its purpose and process.
The following all too brief representation of the history pinpoints events that
are key to both the Commission and/or its member schools.1
While there must have been important earlier discussions, the first recorded
event in NEASC history took place in 1885. At that first meeting Charles
Eliot, President of Harvard University, and Cecil F. P. Bancroft, Principal of
Phillips Academy, Andover, joined, as individuals, with several other leaders
of New England colleges and college preparatory schools to found the
association that later became NEASC.2 They might not have met again, if
they had known that in 1909, after “25 years of honorable and useful service”
that the Executive Committee would call for a revitalization of NEASC’s
purpose and function:
The written record of the history of the Association is quite limited. While I
have been careful in what I present, the limits of this study made it
impossible to do the checking that would make this an authoritative account.
I am indebted to John Stoops for the history of American accreditation
(Stoops 1998); and to Betram Holland for the history of the Association up to
1985, based on the minutes of the Association’s Executive Committee and
annual meetings. (Holland 1986). For Commission history since 1985, I have
relied on oral accounts of NEASC/CPSS staff.
1

Then President of Brown University, E.G. Robinson, was also in this group
and became the Association’s first Vice-President. This began Brown’s active
involvement in the Association that echoed again when Brown’s new
President, E. Gordon Gee, gave the keynote speech at the 1998 Association’s
Annual Meeting.
2
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The Executive Committee … begs leave to call the attention of all the
members of the Association to the urgent need of effort to make the
future of the organization equal to its opportunity. (Holland 1986, p 23)
While the record is not explicit, this call was most likely a scolding for
opportunities lost during that first 25 years. At that very first meeting in
1885 Eliot and Bancroft proposed creating a board of colleges and
preparatory schools to examine high school graduates. (Holland 1986, p. 15)
Ten years later, as the Association was still unresponsive to his proposal,
Eliot went to another new organization in Princeton, New Jersey, which later
became the Middle States Association. Recognizing the possibilities in his
request, that organization launched the College Entrance Examination Board
in 1899, which has been one of the most powerful shapers of American
secondary education during the last century. (SE # 7c)3
Meanwhile the New England Association held annual meetings, where
papers were delivered on topics of interest, including the merits of
certification—the scheme that countered an individual exam system.
Certification meant that colleges would “certify” preparatory schools,
meaning their graduates were “certified” for college admission.
The minutes of Association meetings indicate that the members had many
lively discussions about other topics, such as, “Should Homer be taught in the
preparatory school?” In 1887 Brown University Professor William G. Poland
reported on the work of a committee that was considering college entrance
exams. The committee’s analysis included the point that the “the immaturity
and inferiority of American youth … was almost universally admitted and
deplored—the causes being thought by many to be very deep in the American
character and social conditions.” It is not surprising where this analysis led:
“No remedy was suggested.” (Holland 1986, p 18)
There are no records of Association meetings between 1891 and 1909. It isn’t
clear whether the Association did not meet, whether the records disappeared
or whether they might have been destroyed. But it is no wonder that in 1909
the Executive Committee made its “urgent call for action.” The Association’s
past lack of effort had resulted in many lost opportunities. The 25-year-old
Association faced critical issues that offered no shortage of opportunities.
The 1909 call succeeded to some extent. Meetings became regular and the
records of them indicated a growing organization. The most persistent
discussion for the next 33 years was about educational standards,
accreditation and the basis of membership in the Association.

SE numbers refer to the sources of evidence for this study. They are fully
explained on page 38.
3
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The idea of accreditation was born at a University of Michigan faculty
meeting in 1871. John Stoops, former Director of the Middle States
Association/Commission on Elementary School, credits Professor A.S.
Whitney, University of Michigan Professor, who wrote in a 1902 paper:
The accrediting system … sprang from two apparent antagonistic
causes: First, from an earnest desire of the (university) to cooperate
with … the high schools with a view to consolidating, strengthening
and evaluating the entire system of the state;
and
Secondly, … to the end that each institution (university and school)
might react on and stimulate the other for the benefit of each and the
good of the whole. (Stoops 1998, p. 5)
This tension between “evaluating” and “collaborating” is also present in the
history of English school inspection. It became a defining issue for both
English inspection and the accreditation systems, suggesting that it is a
critical dimension to be considered in any scheme for assessing the
performance of public schools.4
The first accreditations were carried out by college faculty members, who
visited each school unannounced to decide whether the preparation of its
students met the colleges’ standards for admission. If so, the school was
accredited.
By 1902 the idea of accreditation had spread throughout the Midwest. With
the exception of New England, it was fast becoming the dominant system for
legitimizing the value of high schools in all sections of the country. In 1919
the Executive Committee of the Association directed that a Committee on
Standards for the Secondary Schools be established. That is when the
Association began discussing whether NEASC should promote standards and
then use an accreditation process to ascertain whether or not the schools had
met them.
It was difficult to define how such a change would affect the definition of
membership in the Association. Should the basis shift from individuals to
institutions? Should an evaluation of an institution’s adherence to the set
standards become the criterion? Would the institutions, where the existing
members belonged, be subject to the same continuous accreditation review as
the new applicants for membership?
These deliberations continued for 30 years. In 1952 the issue of evaluating
the institutions affiliated with the existing Association finally was resolved.
The pressure was mounting for schools to become accredited. When they
4

Wilson 1996, pp. 165-168.
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finally threatened to look elsewhere, the New England Association finally
decided to join the rest of the country and adopt accreditation.
NEASC was never to be the same. It became a voluntary, private (not public),
member- and practitioner-based organization that was devoted to overseeing
and managing the process of the accreditation of its members. Furthermore,
its membership had irrevocably changed from individual representatives to
the represented institutions themselves. These decisions required the reevaluation of what to do about the continuing membership of existing
members. Grandfathering would not work in the new order.
Many more professional staff were employed to carry out the complex
activities associated with accreditation.
The 1952 decision created the purpose and shaped the structure of the
Commission on Public Secondary Schools, as we now know it.5
There is one other defining moment in the history of the Association that is
important to this study. At its December 1960 meeting, the Association
accepted a statement put forth by William Fels, President of Bennington
College, “That the standards are qualitative.” Betram Holland described the
importance of this declaration this way:
This was a landmark statement, a succinct declaration of the
philosophy of accreditation that the Executive Committee had been
groping for ever since the decision was reached to evaluate
institutional members. Dr. Fels might well be called the Thomas
Jefferson of this declaration. Whereas other regional accrediting
associations stressed quantitative factors in deciding whether to
include or exclude institutions, the New England Association came
down hard for qualitative considerations. It was not long after the
adoption of this official Statement Regarding Institutional Membership
that the Commission on Public Secondary Schools voted to eliminate
the previous requirement that schools in its jurisdiction fill out the
charts and graphs giving numerical values to ratings in the Evaluative
Criteria used for self evaluation. (Holland 1986, p. 85)
This statement was seen to distinguish the Association from the other
regional associations. As will be discussed in the next section, this
commitment to qualitative standards remains a central defining point for
NEASC/CPSS today.

The actual creation of the Commission on Public Secondary Schools can be
traced back to 1927, when the Association created a standing committee on
Public Secondary Schools.
5
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Three Background Issues from the Commission’s Tradition
Three important issues to this study are based in this history:
Why is it important to the Commission to describe standards as
qualitative?
How can the Association serve its members and at the same time serve
the public interest?
Why didn’t the Association speak out?
Issue One: Qualitative standards
The distinction between qualitative and quantitative standards first
appeared in the written record in the Association’s “landmark statement” of
1960. While the Association has used the term “qualitative standards” to
distinguish itself from the other regional associations, it now more frequently
uses the term to explain how NEASC/CPSS is different from state
department accountability. For many within the Commission this
“qualitative” aspect of NEASC/CPSS standards is what distinguishes
accreditation and gives it value.
What is a “qualitative standard?” Why is the distinction between qualitative
and quantitative so important? These terms were first contrasted in the
debates about educational research methods in the sixties. This contrast
probably originated in the debate about how to best conduct education
program evaluation. The dominant strategy for education reform in that era
was to introduce new programs into schools and then evaluate their effects on
students to determine whether they were more successful than existing
practice. Critics said this approach to change was too quantitative, that it
missed important contextual explanations, that schools and learning are both
more complex than a simple model of cause-and-effect suggests.
Anthropologists and other field researchers entered the discussion,
supporting the legitimacy of qualitative research methods.
NEASC/CPSS was more concerned about ending its thirty-year discussion
about membership and establishing its relatively new standards-based
accreditation process, than about entering the research/policy community’s
debates. While it may be interesting to speculate why Dr. Fels used the term,
“qualitative,” it is even more interesting to wonder why he tied it to
standards and not to accreditation. Why didn’t he say, “Accreditation is a
qualitative method?”
While several explanations are possible, the best one is that the Association
had come to define accreditation as an enterprise of standards. While the
notion of standards for schools is common today, it wasn’t at that time. In
addition, the question of using standards for schools had already sparked a
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40-year long debate within the Association. The Commission now saw its
main task as creating standards for schools and then monitoring school
adherence to them. The rest of the process followed directly from the
standards. The Commission did not, and still does not, consider accreditation,
or its elements, as a method of inquiry that can be labeled either
“quantitative” or “qualitative.” Accreditation was simply what NEASC
commissions did. At its heart it was an administrative process, not an
inquiry.
The study findings consider accreditation as a method—a method that is
shaped by the inquiry nature of the accreditation visit. There is a strong case
that accreditation is at heart a method of inquiry, not a process. The findings
ignore whether the method is qualitative or quantitative; they present it as a
practitioner’s way to know schools.
Issue two: Serving members and serving the public interest
As will be detailed fully in the next section, the new approaches of
government agencies to school accountability profoundly challenge both the
Commission and accreditation. This challenge has made the Commission
rethink whether “serving the public interest” should be an important part of
its organizational purpose and function. The 1996 Statement of Purpose
explicitly sets serving the public interest at the center of the Commission’s
rationale.
The history of NEASC/CPSS may make the meaningful implementation of
this central focus difficult. How the Commission defines and acts out its
relationship to its members has been at the core of Commission life for the
last hundred years. That relationship has shaped the nature and practice of
accreditation in important ways. While the question about the implications of
accreditation for member schools, particularly those who are already
members, has slipped away, three new questions have emerged:
As a private, regional, peer-based association, how can NEASC/CPSS
best serve the public interest?
Since the public interest requires better public schools, how can
accreditation become more effective, as an instrument of school
improvement?
How does attending to the public interest and school improvement
change the way NEASC/CPSS relates to its members?
The Commission’s success in serving the public interest will depend on how
well the way it does that also enhances its service to its members. Member
schools may have to come to see that they also function in the public interest
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and that as members of NEASC/CPSS they are more effective in both serving
and in deriving the benefits of that service.
The study includes findings about the Commission’s role in the public
interest, as well as its role in school improvement.
Issue three: The Commission’s voice
The Commission has not informed the public, nor stimulated its curiosity,
about the nature of accreditation. It has not described accreditation so that
most people know what it means. It has not tried to inform parents, or
educators or policy makers what it knows about standards, good practices or
the dynamics of effective school change.
On matters of public voice the Commission is obligated to proceed in a
manner that is consistent with the Association. The Association’s deliberate
public silence, except when defending an action that has been challenged in
the public arena, is based in its conviction that its first responsibility is to its
members, not the public.
It is arguable that, if the Commission and Association had spoken out more
loudly and clearly about accreditation and what it knows about New England
schools, the public would have a broader understanding of the process of
accreditation and a deeper understanding of its value. That understanding
might have reduced the current threat.
This study presents findings about the Commission’s public voice.
The New Challenge of Accountability
NEASC/CPSS accreditation is under the most serious external challenge in
its history. Government agencies have strengthened their day-to-day
positions with schools by setting standards and by requiring schools to be
accountable for their students’ performance. For the first time in the history
of American education someone other than the accrediting associations is
using standards to judge schools. But the relationship of government
agencies to the schools is profoundly different. The schools report to them and
depend on them for their funding and support. Schools must pay attention to
them. They don’t have to pay nearly as much regard to an association that
they voluntarily join.
Many of the circumstances and issues that defined accreditation, when the
Association adopted it in 1952, have changed substantially:
♦ Standardized entrance exams have become the basis for students being
accepted into most institutions of higher education. This makes the
original purpose of accreditation less compelling.
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♦ Standardized tests of student achievement have spread throughout the
public school system, widely becoming the accepted basis for measuring
how well schools do. The increase in the accepted value of testing has
diminished the perceived legitimacy of accreditation, particularly among
researchers and policy makers.
♦ Powerful voluntary associations within education have emerged (e.g.
principals, school boards, special services, and disciplines), which
represent narrower professional interests than that of the original
association.
♦ At the same time, the general public’s view that accreditation is a
necessary stamp of school approval has grown stronger.
The rise of government agency accountability (GAA), which holds codes of
standards and testing at its core, challenges the relevance of NEASC/CPSS,
as an organization of member schools. This challenge becomes even more
serious because the Association and the Commission have not paid close
enough attention to how the ground upon which it was founded has changed.
Stimulated by the school reform movement, the 1990s brought a new and
remarkable cohesion to the public view that public schools can and must
improve student learning. That cohesion was followed by a public demand
that the government school funding agencies had a public responsibility to
hold them accountable for student performance.
The characteristic approach of GAA is to: (1) Create a set of codified
standards about what students should know and what they should be able to
do; (2) Test student performance against the standards; and (3) Couple school
results with clear consequences for the school. In this way, it is believed,
schools would be coerced into delivering better teaching and student learning.
GAA amassed considerable support from federal and local government
agencies, university policy groups and business interests. While accreditation
has seldom been explicitly attacked, the proponents of GAA clearly view it as
an anachronism. The major pieces of their informal critique are:
The accreditation process lacks rigor and objectivity in its method of
collecting and analyzing data.
Since state educational agencies are increasing their efforts to set
standards and to measure school performance against them,
NEASC/CPSS accreditation is an expensive overlap.
Since accreditation is voluntary and since it uses public funds, it
should go.
The requirement that schools conduct a two-year self-study once every
10 years is a luxury of a by-gone era. Modern self-study is a valuable
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tool for school improvement, but it must quickly lead the school to
planned and continuous action. The current NEASC/CPSS self-study
involves too much of a school’s limited time; it forces a school to jump
over unnecessary hurdles; it does not recognize that funding agencies
require schools to conduct other self-studies and adopt school
improvement schemes.
The voluntary accrediting associations do not have the backbone to
make tough accountability decisions. Given their voluntary
membership structure, it may be impossible for them to be tougher. As
the government agencies control financial resources, they can provide
major incentives and disincentives for schools to improve. A voluntary
organization cannot make tough decisions about its members’
competence, because those decisions might threaten their membership
status in the organization. Since that would not serve their obvious
interest, many would leave and the organization would fade away.
In this view, accreditation lacks rigor and objectivity. Furthermore the
Associations lack the leverage to affect change in their member schools,
because the membership is voluntary. These arguments relay the message
that the real work of accountability must be left to the bureaucracies that
have the power and expertise to manage it.
These views demonstrate a considerable lack of knowledge about the current
accreditation process, and a disregard for its public legitimacy, which is
probably greater than that of GAA systems. Furthermore, the critics miss
what could be learned from the Associations’ grappling with the central
issues of public education in the 20th century, specifically the application of
standards to school performance. Most damaging, through ignorance they
misconstrue the very nature of the accreditation process.
The irony of the criticism is striking. There is no solid basis for believing that
GAA will improve the learning performance of schools. The historical
evidence from the most comprehensive national use of this approach offers
contrary evidence: In the late 1800s the British government launched such a
program on a nationwide basis. The government set performance objectives
(what we now call the “three Rs”), monitored student performance, and tied
school performance to financial consequences. Judged a policy failure after
thirty difficult years, it faded away.
Whatever vulnerability GAA may have, the irony is that its proponents, who
usually argue from a research base, have dismissed accreditation without
trying to understand what they dismiss or how it might inform the discussion
about how to best improve schools.
For more than 100 years accreditation has been based on using standards to
determine school performance. In comparison GAA is a newcomer to the
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school standards movement. Accreditation has value in the public eye
(including real estate brokers). In New England, at least, it leads to real
public action on behalf of schools—something most GAA systems seek.
Accreditation is built upon thousands of school practitioners, who volunteer
to participate in a rather arduous experience. Their testimonials indicate
that whatever happens during the process is more valuable than is usually
recognized.
This study began with the assumption that accreditation has value. Its first
task is to understand how accreditation actually works in practice. From that
understanding, it becomes possible to make a more reasonable assessment of
its value and to shape its future in response to the challenges it faces.
The Commission’s Response to the Challenge
While GAA may threaten the survival of NEASC/CPSS, it presents a
challenge worthy of the 1909 call. It requires NEASC/CPSS to make the
“necessary effort” to “make its future equal to its opportunity.”
NEASC/CPSS began responding to the GAA challenge in 1991, several years
before this study began.
In 1991 the Commission began to require schools to reach a higher level of
adherence to the standards in order to be accredited. The Commission also
paid more attention to deficiencies in the quality of education provided by its
member schools. Before, when the Commission took negative action, it was
most likely because of a deficiency in a school building or the financial
support of a school. At this same time the Commission became more exact
about what it required from school follow-up reports.
As a result of this tougher stance, more schools were terminated, placed on
warning and/or probation than at any other time in the Commission’s history.
The accreditation of three schools was terminated. The decision to terminate
accreditation from another member school resulted in a court injunction.
The 1992 regular review of Commission standards resulted in important
changes in the standards in the direction of sharpening their focus on schools
as institutions with a central function—teaching and learning.
In 1996 the Regional Laboratory at Andover conducted an exploratory study
on how schools perceived the value of the accreditation process. They were
generally favorable about the changes.
In 1996 the Commission adopted its first formal Statement of Purpose. At its
September 1996 meeting it was asked to approve a draft, which spelled out
what member schools would be required to do. The Commission approved the
draft, stipulating that a section be added to spell out what it would do. The
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current statement contains both sections. (See Figure # 1. This version
reflects these changes.)
The NEASC/CPSS Leadership Council contemplated how to conduct the next
round of standards review, scheduled to begin in 1997, to forward the
emphases of the new Statement of Purpose.
The Commission Director expressed interest in the possibility in a later study
on how the current process of accreditation fit and furthered its Statement of
Purpose. The current study was charged to “provoke and support” the
Commission’s continuing deliberations by presenting a coherent view of the
tangle of issues it now faces.
The findings of this study on the Commission’s response are included in this
report.
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STUDY QUESTIONS
The questions that NEASC/CPSS asked this study to address come from this
context. Tied to the 1996 Statement of Purpose, they are perceived to be
important to the Commission’s future:
♦ What issues does the new Statement of Purpose raise for the
Commission?
♦ Can the standards and the process of accreditation become more
compelling to ensure that its member schools will “maximize
learning for all students?”
♦ Can the process more effectively support member schools in
“maintaining a proactive and on-going school improvement
process?”
♦ Can a more rigorous and legitimate process result in public
statements about the condition of a school in relation to the
standards?
♦ Can the Commission further its service to the public by providing
more information and by taking a more proactive stance in the
public discussion?
This study was charged to generate (1) Findings on the character and quality
of the existing accreditation process and (2) Findings that would “provoke
and support” the Commission’s ongoing deliberations on the design and
conduct of accreditation.
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DESIGN
The first order of business was to shape the NEASC/CPSS charge and these
study questions into an operational design to clearly ensure this study ’s
legitimacy, utility and efficiency. Based on emerging knowledge about the
issues and on practical logistical matters, the design had to allow for
continual refinements that would not compromise its legitimacy.
Many educational researchers build quasi-experimental designs to test out
their working assumptions about the processes under question. To satisfy the
requirement for precision in variables that would allow meaningful numeric
measurement, they would have had to define accreditation and its impacts in
operational terms.
Such a design was not appropriate for this study. Because it would focus on
actual practice about which there was little past research, the design of this
study contains elements that are more like those for basic or exploratory
research. Because this study would include significant interactions with
NEASC/CPSS to check its findings and to inform the Commission, the design
contains elements that are more like applied research.
The first purpose was not to measure and report on the effects of the current
process, but to understand how that process takes place. That understanding
would then become the basis for considering how well the process forwards
the Commission’s Statement of Purpose. Second, to ensure that its findings
would be coherent and useful to the Commission, this study sought to
consider the social and intellectual context of the NEASC/CPSS accreditation
process in 1998.
Since the accreditation visit is the signature feature of NEASC/CPSS
accreditation, this study would begin with observations of six full
accreditation school visits. Then it would consider the complete accreditation
process, as practiced in 1997.
The elements and methods were then carefully designed to meet the real
research issues and practical questions faced by this study. This approach to
research design is consistent with the LAB’s requirement for “re-thinking the
traditional ways that research designs are developed,” in order to build a
substantive collaborative inquiry that supports educational reform and will
make a difference for all American children (LAB Proposal 1996 p. 57). While
the implications of this approach to this study design and the reciprocal
contribution of this study to the LAB’s approach is a potentially valuable
discussion, it is outside the range of this report.
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THE ELEMENTS OF THE STUDY
(Insert from separate file.)
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Working Questions
The following working questions for this study were built from the
Commission’s charge and from the study questions:
1.

What is the nature of the accreditation visit, as it is practiced, and
how does it relate to the rest of the accreditation process?

2.

What changes in the process will increase the focus of the schools
on teaching and learning?

3.

What changes in the process will better support school
improvement?

4.

What changes in the process will improve its rigor?

5.

How can NEASC/CPSS strengthen its voice in the public discussion
about how to improve the quality of New England public schools?

6.

How can NEASC/CPSS best respond to its challenges and assure its
continuation as an important organization for New England public
school accountability?

Study Focus Areas
The above working questions defined what needed to be studied and, thus,
guided the selection of the focus areas of this study. The Focus Areas and the
Sources of Evidence follow.
Unlike preliminary hypotheses in an experimental design, the focus areas of
this study did not control the inquiry. By defining the areas in which findings
must be drawn and reported, they define the scope and kind of evidence that
must be collected. It was recognized that evidence collected over the course of
this study might generate better questions and sharper definitions of the
focus areas. Some definitions did change. The focus areas of this study are
presented here in their final form. They are divided between those that
include Findings on the Character and Quality of the 1997
Accreditation Process and those that include Findings to Provoke and
Support the Commission.
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Findings on the Character and Quality of the 1997 Accreditation Process
1.

History and Institutional Context

2.

The Accreditation School Visit

3.

The Self-Study

4.

Decision Making

5.

Follow-Up

6.

The Commission’s Public Voice

Findings to “Provoke and Support the Commission”
7.

The Effectiveness of the 1998 Review Process

8.

Maximizing Student Learning

9.

Supporting School Improvement

10.

Strengthening the Rigor of the Process

11.

Strengthening the Effectiveness of the Commission’s Public Voice

12.

Increasing the Value of Accreditation to the American Public
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Sources of Evidence
The next step was to delineate the sources of evidence. A source of evidence is
based on an inquiry activity that is deliberately conducted for the purpose of
generating evidence and/or for testing working conclusions of this study.
Each source of evidence results in some form of written record.
Each reported finding in the next section includes a reference to the source(s)
of evidence upon which it is based. (SE # __)
Listing the sources in this way does not properly indicate that some of the
sources overlay each other in complex ways.
While the sources of evidence are listed here, each is described in more detail
in the Appendix to this report. In addition, Visiting Accreditation
Supplement: Source-of-Evidence Documents includes the supplementary
documents that served as evidence.
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SOURCES OF EVIDENCE
1.

Observation of six complete NEASC/CSS school accreditation visits

2.

Observation of self-study activities in five schools

3.

Observation of and participation in Commission meetings

4.

Observation of and participation in the work of the Commission’s
Standards Review Committee

5.

Observation of and participation in the work of the Commission’s
Self-Study Review Committee

6.

Observation of and participation in Training Workshops for Team
Chairs

7.

Interviews of national experts
7a. About the history of accreditation
7b. About the nature of effective school standards
7c. About current legal issues

8.

Compilation of a comprehensive Bibliography on Accreditation
(Prepared for this study)

9.

Constructing Steps of the NEASC/CPSS Accreditation (Prepared for
this study)

10.

Preparing Foundations of the Visit (Catalpa Ltd.)

11.

Analysis of documents on the history of both NEASC and the
Commission

12.

Analysis of handbooks and guides prepared by NEASC/CPSS

13.

Review of handbooks and guides from other American accrediting
associations and international school-visit protocols

14.

Feedback from Chairs of the observed visiting teams regarding the
initial findings of this study

15.

Feedback from nine working session discussions about the initial
findings of the study

16.

Feedback from NEASC/CPSS staff
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Working Findings
Working Findings were generated after the collection of evidence was well
underway. If the validation of a working finding required changes or
additions to the sources of evidence, that would supercede the initial design.
In this way, Working Findings influenced the development of the Sources of
Evidence, which in turn influenced the next iteration of the Working
Findings. A working finding often began as a rather simple idea that
developed density and strength, as it was refined and shaped by additional
tests against the evidence.
Feedback on Working Findings
To increase certainty about the accuracy, fairness and usefulness of a finding,
the working findings were scrutinized by participants in the process and by
commentators not associated with NEASC/CPSS or its member schools.
Since the feedback, observations and reactions served as new evidence for
testing and/or supporting the working findings, they became Sources of
Evidence and are described in that section.
Final Findings
In preparing this report, the working findings were reviewed carefully one
more time and then cast in the final static state in which they are presented
here.
Limits of the Design—Certainty of the Findings and the Commission
Decisions
The research design does not allow for statistical statements of certainty
(such as a probability coefficient) about a finding. From a research
perspective more precise certainty might now be gleaned about some of the
findings by subjecting them to other, more traditional research approaches.
Regardless of research certainty, what, if anything, the Commission decides
to change in response to this report will become the most valid indicator of
the utility and persuasiveness of these findings.
These findings have been deliberately shaped to be relevant to the
Commission. Their first purpose is to articulate how a complex human
endeavor actually works. This will give the Commission better leverage to act
responsibly toward its members by assuring that the accreditation process is
fair, valid and as useful as possible. The second purpose is to suggest to the
Commission some areas for improvement.
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The Commission must base its decisions on its own collective knowledge and
judgment, not on claims that the findings are truer or wiser because they are
based on research. These findings have been subjected to enough feedback
and are certain enough that the Commission should not dodge their
implications by calling for more research to create more certainty. Rather,
the Commission should act from its tradition and accept the findings that
make sense.

FINDINGS ON THE CHARACTER AND
QUALITY OF THE 1997
ACCREDITATION PROCESS

Most of the findings in this section are based on evidence from the
accreditation process as it was practiced in 1997. Most of the evidence
supporting these findings was collected in 1997 and 1998. Each finding cites
at least two sources of evidence that support it.
A citation is in the form of “SE (a number).” The list of the Sources of
Evidence is presented on page 38, as well as in the Appendix. When
necessary, more detail about the evidence is presented for some of the
findings.

1.

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

Introduction
Many of the findings reported for this focus area relate to issues raised in the
preceding section, Context. The first group of findings relates to how the
Statement of Purpose is tied to the historical and organizational context
issues. The text of the Statement of Purpose is on page 31.
Findings
1.

The Commission has embraced serving the public interest as its
central rationale.
The 1996 Statement of Purpose states that the Commission’s central
rationale is to serve the public interest. Compared to the early days,
this is stated with substantial clarity. It is possible to argue that the
Association’s initial purpose—to meet the need for greater cooperation
between the colleges and the college preparatory schools—was a
limited concept of serving the public interest.
If the Commission is to serve the public interest, how the public
perceives accreditation becomes even more important. This purpose
creates a new set of challenges for an organization that has
deliberately sought a low public profile and that has not explained
itself well to the public. This is addressed more fully in later findings,
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particularly in Focus Area 6 and Focus Area 11. (SE # 7b, SE # 11, SE
# 16)
2.

Maximizing student learning is now the central focus of
NEASC/CPSS accreditation.
The Statement of Purpose is explicit that member schools are required
to maximize student learning. NEASC/CPSS now states that
accreditation must consider the learning results of its member schools
and that a school must focus on this as its primary function. While this
represents a radical change in the content of standards and the
accreditation process, it is consistent with the national consensus that
the central focus of a school should be on learning.
The focus on maximizing learning is addressed more fully in later
findings, particularly in Focus Area 8. (SE # 8, SE # 3, SE # 4, SE # 15)

3.

School improvement is now a central purpose of the process.
The new requirement of the 1996 Statement of Purpose that schools
must have in place a “proactive and on-going school improvement
process” reflects the contemporary idea that effective school
improvement is school-based.
The idea that accreditation must support school improvement is not
new to NEASC/CPSS, but it does cause more discussion and
uncertainty of agreement within NEASC/CPSS than “maximizing
student learning.” This uncertainty probably originates in the centurylong discussion about membership and accreditation and not in
disagreements about the importance of school improvement as an idea.
Maintaining accreditation for the dual purpose of monitoring
adherence and supporting improvement results in better monitoring
and better improvement than favoring one over the other. It also
furthers the NEASC/CPSS purpose of serving the public interest by
defining accreditation as a tool to help schools become better, rather
than simply as a tool to determine whether they adhere to a set of
standards. (SE # 3, SE # 11, SE # 15)

4.

NEASC/CPSS membership now carries a dual responsibility for the
school and the Commission.
The original draft of the Statement of Purpose listed only the
responsibilities of the member schools. By requesting that its own
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responsibilities be included in the Statement of Purpose, the
Commission recognized that it had redefined the basis of membership.
The clear focus of the new Statement of Purpose on learning and school
improvement results in greater and more intrusive demands on
member schools. Some Commission members and observers of
accreditation worry that an inherent weakness of voluntary
accreditation associations is that schools can leave if the pressure on
them is increased. Partly in response to this, NEASC/CPSS is now
more explicit about its own responsibilities. Defining membership with
this dual responsibility to meet the common goals of maximal student
learning and school improvement supports the argument that member
schools joined together by the Association can better serve the public
together than either individual schools or the Association can alone.
This is a sound response. (SE # 3, SE # 7b, SE # 11)
5.

A practitioner way of doing things is at the heart of NEASC/CPSS.
School practitioners carry out most key planning and decision-making
activities. Serving on a voluntary basis, they set the standards,
conduct the self-study, visit schools and decide whether schools will be
accredited or not. This often confounds government bureaucrats,
education researchers and, sometimes NEASC/CPSS. NEASC/CPSS
does not have the usual plethora of consultants and experts that
cluster around state departments, districts and schools. (SE 1, SE 4,
SE 9, SE 12)

6.

The components of the accreditation process make sense.
The current division of the accreditation process into a self-study, the
visit, Commission decision-making and follow-up is well conceived.
These components have evolved and withstood the test of time. (SE #
1, SE # 2, SE # 3, SE # 12.)
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THE ACCREDITATION SCHOOL VISIT

Introduction: The Visit as a Method for Knowing Schools
The accreditation school visit is the starting point and the center of this
study. This study posits that an understanding of the visit will lead to
findings about how to strengthen the rigor of the visit that would in turn
strengthen the other elements of the accreditation process. The first and most
extensive study activity was to observe full visits in six New England schools.
Several other study activities were tied to these observations.
NOTE: NEASC/CPSS uses several terms that refer to the visit and to
the team, with “the evaluation” and “Visiting Committee” the most
prevalent. I have arbitrarily chosen “accreditation school visit” and
“visiting team.” These are often shortened to the “visit” and the “team.”
The NEASC/CPSS accreditation school visit is the signature event of the
accreditation process. The actuality of a real event provides the school with
the impetus to complete its self-study well and on time. The visit is the bridge
between the self-study and what NEASC/CPSS decides about accrediting a
school. NEASC/CPSS’s follow-up strategy starts from the recommendations
of the team. A visit that “checks the school out” strengthens the legitimacy of
accreditation in the public eye. Educators, who participate on visiting teams,
strongly agree that this experience is an important professional development
experience for them, as well as a legitimate exercise in school evaluation.
Nevertheless, the visit is commonly viewed as an administrative process.
When pressed to be more specific, such as when writing its handbooks,
NEASC/CPSS most frequently describes the visit in terms of “Steps to
Complete.” (This study ’s description of the visit process in terms of “steps” is
presented in Sources of Evidence # 9).
This study assumed that considering the NEASC/CPSS visit, as a method for
learning how well a school functions, would yield much more interesting and
useful study findings than considering the visit as an administrative process.
The differences between a method of inquiry and an administrative process
are the different purposes that drive each. A method works to generate
information and knowledge that will be considered legitimate and valuable.
It provides important ground rules for design and procedures for arriving at a
result of knowledge that is not predetermined. A process sets out the ideal
way to reach a goal or complete a task that is specified. The outcome is
certain if the steps are followed. To consider the visit a process is to see its
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objective as finishing the report and recommending accreditation. To consider
the visit as a method is to see that the objective of the design is to ensure that
the team will learn all it can about the school as accurately and fairly as
possible. From that learning it writes its report.
While a visit contains both elements of method and process, there are
important advantages to considering it first as a method, and second as a
process. When discussed as a method, the visit:
♦ Acknowledges that a team’s ability to do its job well depends on
how well that team understands or knows that school.
♦ Provides a useful framework for considering how to strengthen the
rigor of the team’s procedures, as well as the rigor of accreditation.
♦ Provides a solid basis for claiming to both the school and the public
that its findings are legitimate.
♦ Raises the visibility, value and legitimacy of a practitioner method
for knowing a school.
♦ Increases the explicit understanding of practitioners about what
shapes excellence in their practice.
If the visit is seen as a methodology, then it is possible to devise logical and
effective rules for evidence gathering and decision making. These rules imply
helpful limits on what must be done to assure that conclusions and the
knowledge generated by the visit are accurate, fair and useful. Framing the
visit as a methodology makes it easier for a team to do a good visit. A visit
will be done poorly if clear rules are not followed.
A disadvantage of considering the visit as a method for knowing schools is
that school practitioners are often first puzzled by the idea of “a method.”
They prefer to see the visit as a series of steps they must complete without
regard to a “philosophical” approach. They usually change their minds, when
they discover that the method of the visit is not as complex as they expected,
but is instead quite straightforward.
Considering the visit as a method led to the following research questions for
the study of the six NEASC/CPSS visits (SE # 1):
What makes it possible for a CPSS/NEASC visiting team to decide that
it knows enough, as a team, about the school to:
Shape public conclusions about how well a school does against
CPSS/NEASC standards?
Commend the school for what it does well?
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Recommend how the school can do better?
Recommend to NEASC what the school’s accreditation status
should be?
The fact that so little research has been done on accreditation or the visit, as
a method for knowing schools, meant that this study had to follow a circular
route to reach the findings below.
First, it was necessary to describe the steps of the NEASC/CPSS
accreditation process in some detail with an emphasis on the visit. These
steps are presented in SE # 9. While the steps are in one sense a finding of
the study, they also served as a source of evidence for other findings. The
steps were built through several iterations; each iteration took into account
comments of the chairs, members of the visiting teams and CPSS staff.
Second, it was necessary to consider how the NEASC/CPSS visit protocol
could strengthen the visit as a methodology. There was no good tool for
making such judgments. Foundations of the School Visit, SE # 10, was
created in part to provide a template for arriving at findings of this type.
Foundations was prepared while this study was in progress. In fact, the
emerging findings about the nature of the NEASC/CPSS visit informed
Foundations, as well as other visit protocols. (A fuller acknowledgement of
the other sources for Foundations is presented there.)
Findings
1.

The school accreditation visit is based on a visit methodology for
knowing a school.
The most important finding of this study is that the NEASC/CPSS
school accreditation visit is best understood as a methodology for
knowing a school. The visiting team generates knowledge about the
school’s practice that then becomes the basis for determining how well
that school adheres to the standards and what recommendations to
make.
How well a team uses the visit as a way to generate knowledge about
the practice of the school determines the accuracy, fairness and utility
of the team’s conclusions.
While a visit always has a focused substantive purpose—such as
deciding how well a school meets a set of standards—a team should not
first ask, “Does this school meet the standard,” but rather, “What do
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we know about this school from what we have seen and how do we
know our observation is accurate?”
How well a team adheres to the elements of the visit (See Foundations)
determines how much it will learn about what actually happens at the
school, how well individual team members will contribute during
formal discussions, what the team knows informally about the school
and how valuable its report will be. (SE # 1, SE # 9, SE # 10, SE # 12,
SE # 14, SE # 15, SE # 16)
2.

The accreditation visit proceeds through four phases.
NEASC/CPSS teams move through several distinct phases.
(Foundations describes these overlapping, but distinct, phases as
“engaging the school and the team’s task,” “gathering evidence,”
“considering evidence and building conclusions,” and “writing the
report.”) The team’s growing knowledge of the school is what impels it
through the phases. The team’s growing knowledge about what it must
do to complete its task and the dynamics within the team are
important, but secondary in importance to its knowledge of the school.
(SE # 1, SE # 9, SE # 10, SE # 14, SE # 15, SE # 16)

3.

The accreditation visit is built around a dynamic of inquiry.
The dynamic that pushes the team forward in its inquiry (also
described in Foundations) is best described as one in which conclusions
are constructed, based on evidence, pushed by a set of informal
questions that require the team to learn about the school:
What is going on here?
What does that say or mean about the school?
What should the school do about it?
Each team identifies topics or issues about a school that it chooses to
pursue. Topics will emerge again and again in the team’s discussion
until the team either has reached certainty about the issue, decided
that the topic is not important to its undertaking or decided that
reaching certainty is not possible within the limits of the visit. (SE # 1,
SE # 9, SE # 10, SE # 14, SE # 15, SE # 16)
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NEASC/CPSS does not usually consider the visit as a method.
Since the prevailing NEASC/CPSS consciousness does not consider the
visit as a method for learning about schools, it misses what is most
essential about the nature of a visit. Most often the visit is seen as a
series of administrative procedures or steps to be carried out, not as a
way for the team to learn about the school. This perspective on the
nature of the visit pervades the training of team chairs, the orientation
of team members and the guidance from NEASC/CPSS.
Exceptions to NEASC/CPSS’s usual view of the nature of the visit
often are manifested in moments, when team members debrief or
informally talk with others about the personal and professional value
of the visit. In these and other informal sessions NEASC/CPSS staff
are also likely to say that the visit is a fascinating way to learn about
schools.
There is a shared sense among most team members that the visit is a
special event, not just another administrative procedure that must be
followed. There is a shared sense that the hard work of a team
matters, that it is valued, that—since it is both complex and poorly
articulated—that it must be experienced to be well understood. (SE #
1, SE # 9, SE # 12, SE # 14, SE # 15, SE # 16)

5.

The standards of accreditation provide the substance of and the
structure for the report of the team.
The content, clarity and structure of NEASC standards play an
important, but secondary, role in how a team generates knowledge.
Standards help reduce the common anxiety of team members, who
want to know what they are looking for before they arrive at the
school. Standards perform the much more important function of
providing a good structure for a team’s report. Unclear or
inappropriate standards handicap a team’s ability to understand a
school by shifting its focus from trying to know the school to trying to
understand what a standard means or why it is being used.
In 1997 the standards presented some minor distractions, particularly
for team members who were new to NEASC/CPSS. The large number
of standards, the notion that each standard stands alone, that each is
as important as the others—–all served to deter the team from
building a coherent, shared understanding of the practice in the school.
Teams that functioned well were able to see how what they were
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reporting related to the school, as well as to the standards, and they
were able to show that interaction. Nevertheless, standards are
secondary to the team’s process. Beyond eliminating aspects of
standards that distract the team focus, it is not as effective to modify
standards to strengthen the rigor of the visit, as it is to strengthen the
procedures for coming to know a school well from the context of a visit.
(SE # 1, SE # 12, SE # 15)
6.

The purpose of the visit is not to validate the self-study.
It is common for a NEASC/CPSS team to see its task as “validating”
the school’s self-study. Whatever the origin of this misperception, it
causes confusion about the purpose of the visit and how it functions.6
To say that the team must consider only what is in the self-study
would too narrowly define “validation.” Under such terms the team
does not comment on the inherent value of what the school says it
does, nor does it comment on issues omitted from the self-study.
This type of validation undermines the visit method, because it does
not recognize how a visiting team actually works. When the visit is
seen as series of steps toward accreditation, then it is easy to conclude
that the visit is greatly influenced by how well an earlier step in the
process was carried out.
In fact, for most teams the self-study is an important place to jump off.
It is the most important school document the team will consider. Team
members, who have spent time with the self-study before arriving at
the school, are usually better organized for their work of
understanding the actual life of the school.
Team members may begin to check out the self-study in order to
“validate” it. But their initial perceptions about the school, based on
their own actual standards and knowledge as practitioners, will
determine what they see and discuss, not the self-study. What the

Accreditation was first carried out by teams of university faculty, who
examined schools in regard to university standards. The self-study was added
later, most likely in mid-century. (O'Bryan 1980 (ca), p. 38) A more detailed
history of the self-study would shed light on the origins of the notion of
“validation.” My hypothesis is that part of the initial rational for including
self-study was to insure that the process would respect the autonomy of
member schools.
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team has learned from the self-study comes into play with what it sees
in the school. The team uses an evolving set of evidence and
conclusions to write about the standards, the quality of the self-study
and/or whatever else is the focus of its report. The self-study does not
determine the method of the team’s work, i.e., the method of the visit.
The accuracy and utility of the team’s report depends on how well it
carries out its method, not on the quality of the self-study.7
Some believe that a good self-study will improve the ease and quality
of the visit. This is a fallacy, since the actual life of the school defines
the visit more than any artifact of that life, including the self-study.
The actual life of the school catches the attention of a team and
becomes what the team uses to ground its knowledge for checking any
artifact of that life, including a self-study. That is why there are visits.
How well the self-study reflects what the team comes to understand
about the quality of the school’s functioning may or may not be what is
reflected in the self-study. When a team finds a self-study that is well
done and a school that functions poorly, it has a difficult puzzle to
unscramble. That happens.
It is more common for a team to find that a well-done self-study
reflects a coherent, well-functioning school that presents few
inconsistencies for them to figure out. The team’s task is easier
because the school is easier to understand, not because it has produced
a good self-study. Nevertheless, when the quality of the self-study is
used as a predictor for the success of the visit, that distorts the central
function of the visit. This leads to inaccurate perceptions of the school.
If a school believes it can protect itself from an honest appraisal of how
well it is doing by producing a good self-study, that can be harmful to
the school and to the process.
The design of the self-study has limited impact on the functioning of
the team. Its design, however, does have major impact on what a
school does for the self-study. Further findings about the self-study
appear in the next section. (SE # 1, SE # 2, SE # 9, SE # 10, SE # 12,
SE # 14, SE # 16)

7

See Source-of-Evidence # 9 for a description of the steps in the visit process.
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The effect of leadership style and competence of visiting team chairs
is not as great as is usually assumed.
Attributing great importance to the chair’s individual style of
leadership or competence is another fallacy that comes from
underestimating the power of the methodology of the visit. The team is
not dependent on the chair to move the visit. The considerable
variation in styles and competence exhibited by chairs in managing the
team’s discussion and preparing the report is important. As will be
discussed later, team chairs play a very helpful role, if they are trained
to understand the fundamental nature of a visit and how it works best.
Confused reports more often reflect confused schools than incompetent
chairs. The nature of the school is the most important variable that
explains why some teams are more productive than others and why
they produce better reports. In a confused school a team may not have
time to gain the clarity and certainty it needs about every issue in
order to write a high quality report.
Chairs, who understand that the team must learn first about the
school, provide the best team leadership. They are able to provide
interesting, practical solutions to the problems of inquiry that team
members raise during the process, e.g. “How do I find out if the
librarian really supports the school’s curricula objectives?” This results
in a report with more depth and substance.
Chairs who lack this understanding can hold the process together
without adding much to it. Those who see the visit as simply a
validation of the self-study or as a procedural exercise, or worse, who
come with a preconceived idea of what the team should say, hamper
the process and limit the value of the report. Interestingly enough,
once they have gained a shared understanding of the school, teams
often find ways to work around ineffectual chairs. (SE # 1, SE # 6, SE #
9, SE # 12, SE # 14, SE # 16)

8.

Accepting the visit as a methodology provides new conceptual
levers for improving its design and rigor.
Since NEASC/CPSS expectations about and procedures for the
accreditation visit have evolved from working through logistic issues or
from changes in the standards, its practice contains elements that
confuse the central task of the visit. Procedures that are inappropriate
and activities that are inefficient, given the short time the team is in
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the school, can undermine the central dynamic of the team becoming
certain about what it knows and can say about the school.
The following examples are not a complete list:
It neither accurate nor useful to use the term “perceptions” to describe
the team’s central comments about how well a school adheres to a
standard. This may stem for a desire to make the school feel that its
work is not really being judged by a team of peers. (“They have their
perceptions, we have ours.”) The accuracy and fairness of what the
team concludes about the school is what makes its report valuable to
the school. The term “perceptions” undercuts the team’s responsibility
for making accurate and fair conclusions by implying that only its
opinion has been sought and that doesn’t count much. The term hides
the true nature of the visit from everyone.
The current requirement that a team list two sources of evidence for
each recommendation does not make sense. Evidence should support
the team’s “perceptions” (renamed conclusions or findings.) Its
recommendations then will follow.
Often a team member will quote someone in the school, as if that
provided final evidence for a point or even a conclusion. While the rules
for evidence allow such a comment to be accepted as evidence, it should
be given no greater weight than any other piece of evidence. If the view
of a school participant is treated as better evidence than what the team
discovers on its own, this undermines the team’s responsibility to
determine its own evidence, conclusions and recommendations. The
team’s consideration is undermined even further if what a school
participant says serves by itself as a conclusion. The team must build
evidence and conclusions from its own knowledge and wisdom, from its
sense of what is fair and what will be useful, not from what school
participants say.
The team should spend more time at normal school activities and less
time at special meetings and other events, which a school has arranged
for the sole purpose of providing information to “validate” its selfstudy.
Teams commonly are required to visit briefly all the classrooms in a
school so that no teacher can complain about being left out. The team
chair charges most teams to visit classes, when there are no meetings
to attend or writing tasks to finish. “Go to the classes of teachers who
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have not been observed. Spend no more than five minutes. Do not take
notes.” This practice is the result of a failure to understand the visit as
a method for knowing.
Before 1995 the NEASC/CPSS standards did not consider classroom
instruction. Classrooms were not where the team found out what it
needed to know. The dramatic shift in focus to “maximizing student
learning” requires a dramatic shift in how the visit is conducted in
terms of the time the team spends in classrooms and the attention it
places there.
While this lack of serious attention to what happens in classrooms may
now seem an oversight, it has been endemic in American education. It
seems inconceivable that any process used to evaluate a school would
avoid knowing how well that institution carries out its central
function. This inconsistency is not only a problem for NEASC/CPSS. It
reflects how Americans in general have thought about their schools.
The unnecessary length of the team report, the emphasis on
description, and the necessity of breaking the team into sub-groups by
standards, all contribute to weakening how well the team will come to
know the school.
Findings in the section, The Rigor of the Process, provide more details
of problems that need attention, if the visit is to gain more rigor. (SE #
1, SE # 9, SE # 10, SE # 12, SE # 14, SE # 15)
9.

The NEASC/CPSS visit has contributed to our understanding of the
methodology of the visit.
Although it may at first seem inappropriate to hold the NEASC/CPSS
visit up against the Foundations of the Visit, in fact, the current
NEASC/CPSS visit shaped those elements, which have been forged
from observation of the actual practice of the visit, not from a
theoretical framework.
A particular contribution that the CPSS/NEASC visit has made to our
understanding of how the visit works best as a methodology is
NEASC/CPSS’s insistence that recommendations are about action, but
that they must not prescribe specific action. This practice
acknowledges the legitimate limits of the visit methodology and honors
the fact that the central responsibility for improvement rests with the
school, not with the team or NEASC/CPSS. It honors the fact that the
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school has much more complex knowledge about what it can do that
can be brought to bear on deciding what specific action to take. This
also has the utilitarian advantage of increasing the likelihood that the
school will own the change. (SE # 1, SE # 3, SE # 10, SE # 15)
10.

The NEASC/CPSS visit successfully meets the central criteria of the
Foundations of the Visit, but it needs revision to sharpen its rigor
and increase its utility.
These findings and their evidence further support the central finding
about that visit: the NEASC/CPSS accreditation visit is a method for
knowing a school.
This finding is out of line with the prevailing view of NEASC/CPSS
about the nature of the visit. The prevailing NEASC/CPSS view is
inaccurate and imprecise. It underplays the value, legitimacy and
power of the visit. It results in several procedural problems for how the
visit is conducted.
The NEASC/CPSS visit does not need to be reconstructed in a radical
way. Rather NEASC/CPSS needs to take full advantage of this finding
that its visit is a methodology. To strengthen the rigor of its visit, the
Commission should reshape the visit protocol so that it contributes to a
team’s ability to reach certain conclusions about the school and how
well it adheres to the Commission’s standards. This will result in a
much more useful tool for member schools, the Commission and the
public. (SE # 1, SE # 10)
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THE SELF STUDY

Introduction
A peculiar warp in this study is that the sources of evidence regarding the
1997 self-study are much weaker than the sources of evidence for the visit.
(See Source-of-Evidence # 2.) Yet, the findings about the self-study suggest
the need for a much more radical reconstruction of that process.
While the term “self-study” was changed to “Self-Assessment” in 1998, this
report uses the 1997 term.
Findings on the new Year 2000 self-study design are presented later in the
section on Findings to Provoke and Support the Commission.
Findings
1.

Schools do not think the self-study has much value, except as the
road to accreditation.
The self-study component of the 1997 process generated strong
negative comments from schools—much stronger than for any other
component of the accreditation process. This reaction must carefully be
considered, since many schools appear to go through a period of
extended fussing during the early stages of coming to grips with what
they must do.
Due to the design of this study, more schools commented on self-study
either in later stages or after completing their self-study than those
schools in early stages of self-study. In addition, there is only weak
evidence that the fussing schools were seeking ways to avoid the
legitimate difficulties of accreditation. Most schools did not reject the
self-study, but wanted it to be constructed into a more efficient and
constructive catalyst for the school with less emphasis on producing a
huge report to meet the requirements of accreditation.
Negative comments were frequently offset by acknowledgments that
completing the self-study had been a constructive activity for the
school because it allowed the school to pull together all that it was
doing. But even the schools that were supportive of the value of selfstudy, as a whole school exercise, were often critical of important parts
of the current design. (SE # 2, SE # 12, SE # 15)
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The current self-study (before 1997) is not aligned with the Statement
of Purpose.
When considered as a component of the accreditation process, the selfstudy falls short of furthering the new Statement of Purpose. It does
not focus the school on teaching and learning, nor is it designed as an
efficient tool for school improvement. It lacks rigor in its method. It is
not a problem of the standards, but of the process and method of selfstudy.
For example, common sense suggests that, if the focus is on teaching
and learning, there must be room in the process for observing and
considering actual teaching. The current process relies heavily on
faculty discussion and review of documents about teaching. The
current process requires the school to describe, not analyze, how well it
is doing in each of the standard areas. (SE # 2, SE # 5,SE # 11, SE #
15)

3.

The self-study is best seen as a tool for school improvement.
The NEASC/CPSS self-study was designed as an element of an
accreditation process for monitoring school adherence to standards.
But over time it has evolved into a tool more suitable for school
improvement.
Neither the traditional English system of school inspection nor the
early versions of American accreditation included a self-study. It is
likely that the self-study in accreditation originated as an answer to
the schools’ fears that they would lose their local autonomy in setting
their own basic directions—a strong value held by American schools. It
makes sense that the self-study was begun as a way to give schools
some control over a threatening process. It is much easier for an
American school to come to terms with the notion that an outside team
is coming to validate only what it has set forth, than that the team
might say anything about everything.
Schools no longer see the self-study only as a way to maintain their
autonomy in the process. Over the last twenty years considerable work
has been done to strengthen the self-study as a tool for school
improvement. It is on this basis that schools are critical of the current
design.
The findings about the visit show that the self-study can be (and
should be) conceptually unhooked from the visit. Since NEASC/CPSS
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now defines school improvement as a critical part of the purpose of
accreditation, it must consider a radical self-study design that will
stimulate schools to use NEASC/CPSS standards as tools for
improvement. (SE # 2, SE # 8, SE # 11, SE # 12).
4.

The work of the NEASC/CPSS staff in supporting schools during the
process is high caliber, particularly considering the level of available
resources.
The quality, clarity and thoroughness of the materials and guides that
have been created by the CPSS/NEASC staff and that are in current
use by schools (and visiting teams) are excellent.
CPSS staff members have been remarkably helpful in their assistance
to schools that are working on a self-study, given the obvious major
limits of time, resources and design. (SE # 2, SE # 12, SE # 15)
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DECISION-MAKING

Introduction
The Commission meets quarterly to decide the accreditation status of its
member schools, as well as those seeking accreditation for the first time. At
each meeting decisions are made regarding the status of 100-125 schools.
The Commission is a voluntary membership organization, not a public
bureaucracy. Accreditation means membership. Thus, through each ot its
decisions regarding a school’s status, the Commission is not only determining
some aspect of the future of the school under review, but it is also shaping its
own future.
Although the Commission is best known for granting initial accreditation to a
school or renewing it after the required 10-year evaluation, it makes several
other kinds of decisions as well. The Commission decides to:
♦ Grant accreditation to schools that have completed the evaluation (the
self-study and the visit) for the first time.
♦ Continue accreditation for accredited schools that have completed the
10-year evaluation process (the Decennial).
♦ Accept the regular and required two-year and five-year school progress
reports. (These are two and five years after the evaluation.)
♦ Require each member school to prepare “Special Progress Reports,” in
which it responds in writing to the Commission’s concern about how
well it adheres to the standards or what its progress is in
implementing a recommendation that has been made during a regular
review process. These reports comprise the bulk of the decisions made
at each Commission meeting.
♦ Place a school on warning. This may happen, when an issue is judged
important enough. The Commission must review the status of a school
that has placed on warning in light of its response to its concerns. It
must decide whether to continue or remove the school’s warning
status, or to recommend to the Association trustees that the school be
placed on probation.
♦ Recommend placing a school on probation. When a school is placed on
probation, it will most likely be expected to resolve to the Commission’s
satisfaction the issue or issues cited for the probation. If the school
fails to resolve these issues, or worse, if it shows no effort toward
resolving them, the Commission may decide to recommend to the
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Association that the school’s accreditation be terminated. Probation
implies that the school’s membership status is in jeopardy unless the
school fixes a specified problem of concern. The Commission defines
problems in terms of how a school has failed to adhere to the
standards. Before being placed on probation the school has an
opportunity to “show cause” why it should not. The school has access to
the Association’s appeal procedure.
♦ Recommend to the Association that a school’s accreditation status and
membership be terminated. This action can be taken only if a school is
already on probation. Again, the Commission asks the school “to show
cause” before it takes action. A school has access to the Association’s
appeal procedure.
Other reports requiring Commission review are those of “Substantive
Change” (filed by schools when there are changes, such as a new principal)
and reports in which schools request a postponement of the decennial
evaluation beyond the ten-year mark.
The Commission makes policy decisions about its accreditation process,
including approving new standards and procedures. It also makes requests of
the Association or proposals for action on issues such as budget and number
of staff.
This study ’s observations of Commission decision-making were more limited
than its observations of the visit. See Source-of-Evidence # 3.
Findings
1.

Integrity and thoughtfulness mark Commission decision making.
The voluntary nature of its membership, its focused attention,
thoughtful discussion, respect for the views of its individual members,
adequate procedures to protect against conflict of interest, wide
participation and good humor—all indicate the integrity of the
Commission’s process. While this study deliberately did not investigate
the Commission’s process, no evidence was found to suggest that
personal influence or private agreements among Commission members
played an inappropriate role in its decisions. (SE # 3)

2.

The Commission Board is served by high quality staff preparation.
The complex logistics for managing the prodigious flow of paper
necessary for the Commission’s voluminous decision making is
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extremely well thought out and implemented by paid staff. For
example, at a typical Board meeting, the Commission took action on
more than 130 schools, organized into 15 different categories of action
that range from accreditation to Special Progress Reports. The staff
provided all the necessary paper work for each action. (SE # 3)
3.

The decision making function of the Commission Board plays a
critical review function in the total accreditation process.
Keeping evaluation and accreditation separate is important to
NEASC/CPSS thinking. Evaluation is what happens at the school;
accreditation is what happens at the Commission meetings. The
Commission decides the status of a school’s accreditation (and
membership) based on the evaluation of how well the school adheres to
the standards.
While it is possible to quibble about this choice of words, this
separation of functions is sound. Accreditation is not automatic; it is
granted by the explicit decision of the Commission. Keeping evaluation
separate from accreditation provides an oversight to the evaluation
process and a check on the consistency of the Commission’s decisions.
It also acknowledges that by its nature the Commission (and the
Association) is a voluntary, membership-based organization that
maintains some valuable ritual elements. Finally, since the
Commission makes decisions about standards and process, the
meetings provide a continuing, working overview of how the total
process is working. (SE # 3, SE # 12, SE # 16)

4.

Strengthening the decision-making component is dependent on
making changes in other components of the process.
Although this study did not explicitly focus on strengthening the
Commission’s decision-making, some of the findings reported below
have direct implications for how decisions are made. Changes in other
components of the process would make it possible for the Commission
to modify this function. In short, if there are no changes in other
components of the process, the current decision making process is
about as good as possible.
As the Commission raises its standards and takes tougher action, its
decisions about school status will become even more important. One
criterion for judging a component of the accreditation process is how
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well it provides good information for the decisions the Commission
must make.
Naïve observers of accreditation sometimes cite the fact that
Commission decisions are made behind closed-doors as evidence that
decisions are soft or subject to inappropriate influence. The
Commission could respond by more clearly describing its decisionmaking policies and procedures, including its strong emphasis on the
relationship between accreditation and membership. It would clarify
common confusion of member schools and the public to use a different
term than “Commission” and “members” to refer to the decisionmaking group, reserving those terms for the full organization including
its “board,” staff, and member schools.
It would be a mistake to award school accreditation without the review
and moderation of a duly constituted decision-making group (i.e. the
current “board”).
It would also be a mistake for the Commission to make the process
more open or public. The capacity to discuss decisions and arrive at
corporate agreement is an important privilege of a private, voluntary
association. Like a jury in a court, the Commission’s job is to come to a
simple and direct conclusion based on mounds of complex evidence.
While those, who are not in the jury room, may debate the wisdom,
fairness and implications of an actual decision, it would destroy the
process to make it public. The Commission, like the visiting team,
needs privacy to discuss unsubstantiated conclusions and evidence, as
it figures out what a solid, responsible decision, based on the evidence,
would be. Furthermore, opening the decision-making process to the
possibility of continual bickering about evidence is distracting to the
ongoing progress of democratic institutions that are struggling to reach
difficult and important decisions of this type. (SE # 3, SE # 10)
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FOLLOW-UP

Introduction
Judged by the criteria for evidence in this study, the evidence for this focus
area is the most problematic. While some forms and written guidance were
available and while there was some discussion, the actual correspondence
and reports between NEASC/CPSS and its member schools were not
reviewed. Interviews on this topic with Association staff and the schools were
minimal.
As school improvement becomes more important for NEASC/CPSS, this
component of the accreditation process must be considered. Observers of
effective school improvement processes agree that follow-up is important.
Strengthening this area is problematic for NEASC/CPSS, since it would be
most obvious to provide direct support to member schools between
decennials. This would stretch NEASC/CPSS beyond its current capacity,
resulting in untenable increases in dues. Such action would run headlong
into questions about organizational appropriateness.
Findings
1.

Follow-up is the weakest component. It is limited by the
Commission’s resources and raises questions about the
Commission’s primary functions.
If the only concern were how well a school adheres to the standards,
follow-up would be easy. It would be cut and dry. Since school
improvement is part of the picture, follow-up has not been easy for
NEASC/CPSS.
The increased national demand for school improvement heightens
NEASC/CPSS’s responsibility to insure that its process effectively
supports schools to improve their performance. What a school does
with its accreditation results has become even more important to
NEASC/CPSS. How its recommendations support the school to do what
it must do also becomes more important. NEASC/CPSS has assumed
additional responsibility for how well its recommendations play out at
the school.
The greater weight given to school improvement changes how the
Commission views its recommendations. Instead of basing them on the
straight forward criterion of what a school must do to meet a standard,
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it must now base them on more complex criterion of what will work
best in the total situation the school faces in which it must move itself
forward.
While the Commission often considers this broader criterion in the
current arrangement, the emphasis on school improvement has made
it more explicit. The Commission is not only saying what the school
must do, but it is considering how to make what it says to the school
effective.
One result is that the Commission’s heavy reliance on written
documents will probably subside so more complex conversations can
ensue. Follow-up is currently carried out by requiring schools to report
to NEASC/CPSS in writing on how well they are proceeding in
implementing the recommendations for action that were cited by the
visiting teams. Each school must complete a two-year and a five-year
report. NEASC/CPSS also may request special reports. Schools that
are on warning or probation are usually required to file special reports.
The requirement of a written report is a noticeably weak way to push a
school to improve. Yet, without reconfiguring some of the
organizational limits, it is difficult to conceive a better way at this
time. Changes in other sections of the process as discussed later, will
open up new possibilities. Most of the relevant changes for follow-up
procedures are in Focus Area # 9. (SE # 3, SE # 12, SE # 15, SE # 16)
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THE COMMISSION’S VOICE

Introduction
In its 1997 Statement of Purpose the Commission made its function of
serving the public interest not only explicit, but also central. The Commission
will best serve this new function by considering how it now speaks in the
public interest.
This focus area presents study findings about the condition of the
Commission’s voice in 1997, which then sets the stage for the related findings
in Focus Area # 11, Strengthening the Effectiveness of the Commission’s
Public Voice.
Voice not only includes what the Commission says, but how well it is heard
and by whom.
Findings
1.

The Commission provides a strong voice for member schools
undergoing decennial reviews.
The Commission has a strong voice in schools that are undergoing the
two-year review process. The Commission has a great deal of useful
advice about how the process should be done. The school hears that
reasonably well. Schools value the Commission’s advice in part because
they see “giving the Commission what it wants” as a sound strategy for
keeping their accreditation. Most of the conversation is about how the
school should work through the accreditation process. (SE # 1, SE # 2,
SE # 15)

2.

The Commission’s voice is surprisingly weak.
By and large NEASC and NEASC/CPSS have worked, sometimes
deliberately, in a manner that results in isolation from the public
discussion.
Major observations support this:
While the general public has a high regard for accreditation, it
has little understanding of its purpose or how it functions as a
process.
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The education research community does not consider
accreditation worthy of study, even in this age of accountability.
The policy community ignores accreditation.
Strategists of standard-based reform ignore accreditation, even
though accreditation has been using standards for considering
school performance for more than a hundred years.
Planners interested in school visit methodologies are more likely
to go to London to learn about the English inspection visit, than
to go to the Association’s offices in Bedford to learn about the
American accreditation visit.
The meaning of accreditation and how it happens are poorly
understood by member schools, other agencies of accountability, the
educational research and policy communities and the public at large.
This results in a strange, and ultimately dangerous, split in the public
consciousness. Although citizens want their children to go to accredited
schools, they don’t know what that means.
Some of this is attributable to perspectives and circumstances beyond
the Commission’s control. Some is attributable to misconceptions and
inaccurate information about accreditation. Some is attributable to
internal, and sometimes defensive, attitudes within accreditation that
reflect the general defensiveness of public education. Some is
attributable to the lack of any concentrated effort to get the message
out or to participate in the national discussion on school accountability,
standards or school improvement.
See Focus Area # 11 for related findings. (SE # 7b, SE # 8, SE # 11, SE
# 15)

FINDINGS TO PROVOKE AND
SUPPORT THE COMMISSION

It may seem peculiar to call this next set of findings, Findings. These deal
more with possibilities, than those already presented. They are about
Commission action. If they were the study ’s summation of the action the
Commission should take, based on the findings already presented, then they
would be called Recommendations. But, these findings are built from
additional study observations and discussions about possibilities. Thus, they
are indeed Findings.
The intent here is to both provoke and support the Commission as it carries
out its challenging task of designing and managing NEASC/CPSS
accreditation. This study has sought to work within the NEASC/CPSS
tradition of sifting out prescriptions for action in order to honor the reality
that the Commission is responsible for taking action. That is as it should be.
The format for presenting these additional findings is the same, except that
previous findings are also cited. The format for citing a finding is indicated in
this example: Finding 1.2 is from the first focus area and is the second
finding in that area.
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 1998 REVIEW PROCESS

Introduction
The fact that the design of this study did not contain the traditional sequence
between study and action created an interesting problem. The design
deliberately took into account that the Commission would make changes in
the process under study while it was under study.
In fact, during this time the Commission made historic changes in defining
its new standards and initiating a new self-study process. Further, the
principle investigator was a participant observer to both working committees
and presented to them some of the initial findings on the component of the
process under discussion. That presentation influenced the course of action.
But, contrary to the normal rules of the separation of study and action, it
actually contributed a great deal to the knowledge about the process. It is
comforting to think that it might have contributed to the Commission’s
decisions.
The findings in this section are about the nature and quality of the changes
that have been made. They include 1998 evidence.
Findings
1.

In its 1997 review of NEASC/CPSS standards the Commission made
major progress.
In 1997 a working committee of Commission members shaped the new
standards for schools, which will be used for school evaluations
beginning in the year 2000. While these standards move in the same
direction as the last revision, they represent a major leap forward in
furthering the 1997 Statement of Purpose by sharpening the focus on
student learning and school improvement.
The new set of standards:
Builds coherence across the standards by grouping them as
“Teaching and Learning Standards” and “Support Standards.”
“Support Standards” clearly support teaching and learning. In
addition, both the narrative description and the several
indicators for each standard tie them to teaching and learning.
Reshapes the generalized language of the old standard on
“Statement of Purpose” so that it explicitly requires the school to
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prepare a statement of its basic beliefs and values on the one
hand and a more specific statement of its expectations for
student learning on the other.
Reduces the number of standards from ten to seven.
Resists the tendency seen in earlier sets of standards to list
ideal indicators that no school could reasonably be expected to
accomplish.
Uses clear and direct language.
The new standards are commendable. (SE # 4, SE # 7b, SE # 15, SE #
16)
2.

The Commission must continue to consider how other sets of
standards relate to NEASC/CPSS standards.
Considering how CPSS/NEASC standards should treat the multiple
sets of standards that have emerged from other sources in recent years
is a new problem. It was addressed for the first time in this set of
standards.
Schools often cite the nature, range and numbers of standards that
now impinge on them as distracting them from their central purpose.
The current obsession of standards could result in a counter-view that
all standards for schools are not useful.
NEASC/CPSS should work to distinguish its standards from those held
by governing agencies and other groups and at the same time insure
that its standards remain a meaningful and productive tool for judging
and supporting schools. Thus, NEASC/CPSS should construct a more
thorough approach to multiple sets of standards for schools so that
schools are encouraged to consider all the standards that impinge on
them in a cohesive, thoughtful and critical manner. (SE # 4, SE # 7b)

3.

The 1998 review resulted in a positive reconstruction of the selfstudy.
In 1998 a working committee revised the self-study process to fit the
new standards. The committee made historic changes in the design of
the process. The real test of this new form of self-study, now called
Self-Assessment, is how it works in the schools. It answers many of the
issues raised in the earlier findings about the self-study. This is a
dramatic and positive revision of self-study.
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The most dramatic change in the self-study is that the school must
prepare conclusions about how well it currently meets the standards.
The older self-study required the school to demonstrate this fact with
evidence. The school often listed its accomplishments and sometimes
its problems, and provided a quick summary to the question of whether
or not it met the standard. The shift to preparing conclusions,
supported by evidence, requires the school to link the evidence it
presents to what it says about how well it meets the standard. This
more direct approach requires more analysis by the school, increasing
the accuracy and utility of what it concludes. The process is more likely
to support the school in its improvement efforts.
The self-study procedures have been simplified and the time required
to complete the process has been reduced from two years to one (option
of the third semester).
This commendable new NEASC/CPSS blueprint for school SelfAssessment is consistent with its Statement of Purpose. (SE # 5)
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MAXIMIZING STUDENT LEARNING

Introduction
The findings in the Focus Areas 8, 9, 10 and 11 relate to issues in the design
of the accreditation process that will best advance the Commission’s
Statement of Purpose. They address the central working questions of the
study. Evidence for findings here include findings from other focus areas, and
evidence from the study’s sources of evidence.
Findings
1.

Standards are the primary lever in the design for maximizing student
learning.
Accreditation standards govern the focus of the process. Their
consistent use throughout the self-study, the visit and the decisionmaking activities is accepted and habitual.
The new accreditation standards now focus clearly on “maximizing
student learning.” The older accreditation standards focused on the
organization and management of the school, not on the classroom. The
new set of standards is much more deliberate and successful in
presenting student learning as the central focus for accreditation.
Moreover, in providing this consistency of focus throughout, the new
standards have been redesigned in basic ways that create new
challenges and new possibilities for how they can be used by both the
schools and the Association. Each of the old standards stood
independently of the others. It was assumed that, if a school met the
requirements of the standard for each of these separate organizational
aspects (curriculum, library, etc.), it would be doing its job well and
would be judged worthy of accreditation.
The new standards focus first on the chief function of the school and
then on how this function must permeate all other aspects of the
school. This is a different concept of how to influence an organization,
stemming from the thrust on school improvement. This uses the
standards as a tactical strategy to push schools to focus first on their
central function. This appears to be a very useful reconstruction of the
use of standards.
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While this change actually began in the last set of standards, it has
taken an important leap forward. Still, there has not been enough time
to test the effectiveness of the new standards in accreditation practice.
More than likely good adjustments to them can be made based on
practice.
From the outset two issues bear watching:
Is the wording and structure of the standards and the guidance
about how to use them adequate for schools to understand and
act on them, particularly given that they significantly different
from those before? If not, how can they be improved?
Will it be better to simplify the standards even further, reducing
their number and more clearly showing priorities among them?
(Findings # 7.1, 7.2; SE # 4)
2.

The elements of the visit and its practice must be critically revised, if
it is to become consistent with the focus on teaching and learning.
As the Foundation Elements of the Visit indicate, the visit is most
powerful as a methodology, when it explicitly focuses on the central
function of a school: teaching and learning. The greatest weakness in
the current design of the visit is its lack of attention to the actual
practice in the school, i.e. teaching and learning. The redesign of the
visit is the most important change in procedure that the Commission
must consider to best meet this aspect of its Statement of Purpose.
A new visit protocol must shift the balance of how the visiting team
uses its time, so that it can spend much more time observing teaching
and learning and considering how well the school performs this central
function.
These specific changes in the visit protocol would address the point
that teaching and learning must become the central focus of the visit:
All team members should observe several full classes.
Team members should take notes while they are in the
classroom.
The design of events for the team at the school should make sure
that teaching and learning is not only accorded more time, but
that it becomes the first and primary issue the team considers.
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The team should form its judgment about how well teaching and
learning are actually taking place in the school and how the
other aspects of the school support or hinder that central
function.
As the Foundation Elements describe, the visit is an event in time. It is
a social event that is designed for the team to learn about the school.
Using the wisdom that first impressions are powerful shapers of how a
person comes to understand social phenomena is relevant to the design
of a visit protocol. In the current visit protocol the team’s first
important contact with the school is a tour of the facility on Sunday
afternoon. Learning about the “important” people of the school and
meeting those who welcome the team are important, but learning
about students and how they learn is the team’s primary task. The
visit protocol would work better, if it accepted the way visits in fact
shape what the team comes to know about a school and if it began with
what is most important—observing teaching and learning as it takes
place in actual classes. This approach will best use the visit
methodology to further the Commission’s Statement of Purpose.
In a similar manner, since the visit is an important and infrequent
event, it carries considerable influence on how schools carry out their
self-study. The design of the visit strongly influences the self-study and
how the school prepares for that. A visit protocol that includes
significant classroom observation sends a very different message to a
school than one that calls for many meetings to discuss the self-study.
Teams make judgments based on the professional practitioner
knowledge of their members. This implies a heavy dose of knowledge,
not only about what should work, but also about what does work. The
total pool of knowledge brought by the members of the team is crucial,
if its work is to be accurate, fair and useful. If the visit places an
increased emphasis on improving learning, it is even more important
for the team to be made up of practitioners who are knowledgeable
about how learning and good teaching actually happen.
This suggests that changes should be considered in the visit that will
not only ensure that practicing teachers comprise the majority of team
members, but that team procedures for assigning tasks and the
organization of its discussion gives practicing teachers the dominant
voice. Some would argue that it implies that more team chairs should
be practicing teachers.
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This does not mean that it is no longer important for a team to
consider organizational issues or the knowledge and skills of school
administrators. It means that a practitioner’s knowledge of school
management is more important, when management issues are viewed
in relation to the central institutional purpose, rather than when they
are seen as having an implicit value of their own. The new Statement
of Purpose and the new standards are correct in calling for this change
of emphasis.
(Finding # 2.8; SE # 1, SE # 10)
3.

Self-study activities that directly engage the school’s actual practice
of teaching and learning will strengthen this focus.
The NEASC/CPSS self-study should expect schools to engage in
activities of school-directed inquiry about the quality of its teaching
and learning. Examples include: aligning curriculum to standards;
examining student work; examining the school’s standardized test
scores to see what gaps and puzzles they suggest. Such a shift would
strengthen the meaningful implementation of this focus on student
learning. The new self-study design moves in this direction.
(Finding # 7.3)

4.

Problems in implementing the focus on student learning within the
context of accreditation are related to the fact that American
educators are inexperienced at considering student learning in any
terms other than test-scores.
The focus of the Statement of Purpose on student learning is consistent
with the new national consensus. But it is subject to the difficulty
American educators have in thinking and talking about it. Most avoid
talking about teaching and learning as it actually happens in
classrooms. It isn’t often, even in faculty rooms, that teachers will talk
about what happened as they practiced their profession that morning.
When teachers (or other educators or members of the public) talk about
their work, they are likely to talk in terms of abstract constructs, not
in terms of the fascinating and messy patterns that happen or do not
happen in real school life. If they talk about the actual life of the
school, it tends to be about their own personal lives or that of their
students, not about how much they or a student learned and why.
When Americans talk about the work of schools, they are much more
likely to talk about teaching as curriculum design, or as a pedagogical
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strategy—such as teaching to different learning styles—without basing
it in student learning. When asked about learning, most resort to
talking about test scores, which have become the common language for
discussing whether students have learned and what
American educators tend to think of teaching and learning as if it took
place in a black-box. The historical basis for this is quite clear. It began
in the early decades of this century, when the explosive growth in the
numbers of American students and schools made it necessary to invent
public school systems to absorb them more efficiency and consistently.
Administrators and policy makers needed a way to think about a new
“system” for managing schools. The research on learning underway in
the developing schools of education relied heavily on the
stimulus/response model, which provided the answer. The paradigm of
inputs and outputs was quite simple. It spoke directly to the position of
a person outside a school, who saw that his work was to improve what
went on inside. The input-output approach suggested that, if one could
find and implement the right inputs, the right outputs would happen.
Over time the ineffectiveness of this simplistic notion became
apparent. This did not lead to restructuring the input-output
paradigm, but to shifting the focus from inputs to outputs. Most
accountability schemes have shifted their focus from inputs to results,
and then held the schools accountable for them. The problem of the
metaphor is deeper than that. Since it avoids the messy connections, it
has little to say about them.
The new accreditation standards push NEASC/CPSS into unfamiliar
territory. They imply that the connections that take place (or don’t
take place)—that is, the quality and nature of teaching and learning in
the classroom—can be examined, talked about, judged and improved.
Practicing teachers are the best people to make those connections.
Language that will help make sense of what is actually happening
between a teacher and a student will come, but it will come slowly.
The findings of this study strongly suggest that this new territory may
not be as unfamiliar to NEASC/CPSS as it first appears. The history of
NEASC, including its long debate on the meaning of membership and
its insistence that its standards are qualitative, confirms that it never
sought to function as most government agencies seem obligated to do.
NEASC/CPSS has not waved test results as the only standard for
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measuring school performance or as the criterion that will most
effectively lead to school improvement.
This is not overtly clear, since NEASC/CPSS has focused its
practitioner view of schools on school organization and administrative
features, not on teaching and learning in the classrooms.
NEASC/CPSS’s new challenge is to find the way to use its practitioner
perspective, as it sharpens its focus on student learning.
(Finding 1.5; SE # 1, SE # 3, SE #11.)
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SUPPORTING SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

Introduction
Findings regarding this second thrust from the Statement of Purpose
are presented here. These findings are supported by those from other
areas, as well as by evidence from the Sources of Evidence.
Findings
1.

School improvement is not a simple issue for NEASC/CPSS (or for
anyone).
As discussed in the section on context, the Commission’s long debate
about how explicitly it should address school improvement has not yet
been fully resolved. Some argue that it should limit its concern to one
question, “Does the school adhere closely enough to the standards to
warrant accreditation?”
While no one on the Commission or in the member schools thinks
accreditation should oppose school improvement, the range and
intensity of comments about school improvement suggest that other
issues are tied to the discussion in an array that causes predictable
uncertainty. The fact that the Association has endured a fifty-year
debate about the adoption of accreditation as a process and that a
central issue in that debate was how setting standards would change
the relationship between schools and the Association suggests this has
never been an easy issue.
These issues of the debate should be well articulated:
What is school improvement anyway? Isn’t it too often held out
as an alternative to being accountable, and thus as a dodge to
real accountability? Isn’t it a mushy idea about process?
Do explicit attempts from outside institutional boundaries,
which are intended to make schools improve, result in real
improvement?
The Commission is a voluntary membership organization. When
the Association adopted accreditation, the agreement between it
and the member schools was that the schools would accept the
standards as a basis for membership. The Commission would
not intrude on them any more than necessary to carry out its
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evaluation. If the Commission has an implicit or explicit agenda
of “improving schools” then it must want to make them different
from what they want to be. This line of reasoning leads to the
question, “Doesn’t trying to make schools consistent with the
Commission’s view violate the presumed autonomy of member
schools?”
The earlier standards for accreditation focused on inputs. These
were easy to analyze by reading documents and policies. Doesn’t
the change in focus to teaching and learning make the
Commission too intrusive in the life of the school, e.g. visiting
classes?
An early draft of the new Statement of Purpose required member
schools to maintain “a proactive and on-going school improvement
process….” In the final version this was changed to read, “by
maintaining an adherence to the standards through a proactive and
on-going school improvement process….” The final wording suggests
that how a school conceives its school improvement process or how
other agencies require the school to conceive that process is now under
the influence of the Commission’s standards. While this may sound
more intrusive, that wasn’t the intent of the Commission. It was
simply stating again that its only concern was judging whether the
school adhered to its standards.
Agencies that either monitor or support schools should continually
discuss the relationship between monitoring and supporting. When an
agency intends to do both, the tension is great. Yet, it is more
productive to maintain that tension than to go one way or the other.
Monitoring without support becomes regulation without purpose.
Support without monitoring becomes flaccid and unconnected to the
realities of how well things are going.
The Commission must reengage the old issue of defining the proper
balance between support and monitoring in order to become clear. It
must replace its historic discussion about the relationship between
member schools with a new conversation about how to shape the
proper balance between monitoring and support so that it becomes
consistent with its public function and its current Statement of
Purpose.
(Section on Historical Context, SE # 2, SE # 15)
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Self-study is the primary lever for school improvement.
As the earlier findings on self-study indicate, of all the accreditation
process components, it probably has the single highest potential for
positively influencing ongoing school improvement. It seems sensible to
allow each component of the accreditation process to do what it does
best. Thus, the design of this component should receive the particular
attention of the Commission as it seeks to forward school
improvement.
It is reasonable to conclude that much of the basis for criticizing the
older form of the self-study was that it did not support well the
internal school functions that are necessary for school improvement.
The new Self-Assessment was judged potentially to be much more
effective in this regard. Not only does it require more meaningful
analysis on the part of the school, but also it points much more directly
toward building plans for action.
(Findings # 2.6, 3.3)

3.

Modifications in other components of the process would strengthen
how well accreditation supports school improvement.
During discussion about the Review of Standards, the question arose
about whether school improvement should become an explicit
standard. Should a school be required to demonstrate that it is doing
what it can to assure that its performance will improve? Either an
“Improvement Standard” or a clear statement of the Commission’s
position on the relationship between school improvement and the
standards should be addressed in the next round of standard review.
The visit process supports improvement since it is an almost inherent
part of the inquiry process. The central questions of a visiting team
are:
How well is this school doing?
What can it do to improve?
How do we say what we say so that its implications for this
school will more likely result in improvement?
This clarification would raise the team’s consciousness about
improvement.
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In addition, limiting the number of its recommendations and charging
the team to include only those deemed most important would also
strengthen the role of visit. This would become an incentive to the
team to present a limited and coherent set of recommendations to the
school, which the school would be more likely to follow. Too often team
members justify a recommendation as something that the school
wants, rather than as something that the team thinks will matter. The
team’s current use of evidence to support its recommendations, rather
than its perceptions, encourages this incorrect analysis.
The school should be required to respond briefly to the visiting team’s
report. A two-page response would indicate how it views the report and
what it plans to do in light of it. This moves the spotlight back to the
school and on what the school will do in response to the report to
advance its functioning. The school’s response and the Commission’s
judgment of the validity and strength of its response should then carry
important weight in the Commission’s decisions about that school’s
status.
Requiring a school to respond to the visiting team’s report would also
provide a better basis for the Commission to decide what
recommendations to make to the school both when it granted
accreditation and when it responded to two- and five-year progress
reports. Two other changes in the follow-up process would strengthen
the support of school improvement:
Add a follow-up activity in year seven.
Find ways to rely less on reports that schools write only for the
Commission. The Commission might build a reporting process that
takes advantage of other reporting the school must do about how well
it is meeting a district or state required improvement plan.
(Finding # 4.1
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STRENGTHENING THE RIGOR OF THE PROCESS

Introduction
Findings regarding this third thrust from the Statement of Purpose are
presented here. These findings are supported by those from other areas, as
well as by evidence from the Sources of Evidence.
Findings
1.

The visit is the primary lever for strengthening the rigor of the
process.
When the Commission accepts the visit as a methodology for knowing
a school, it will be much easier to strengthen the rigor of the visit. The
visit then becomes a powerful tool for strengthening the rigor of the
whole accreditation process.
What can be done to ensure that the team learns what is important
and that its conclusions are accurate? The answer is simple:
Pay attention to the procedures of the visit as a method
of inquiry.
The following examples from Foundations of the Visit should be
considered to strengthen rigor:
Emphasize in the visit protocol, team training, and the guidance
for team chairs that the visit is a methodology and that the team
is expected to follow it. Making that change will be difficult. The
methodology is in fact quite simple; it is not difficult to learn.
But using it as a discipline won’t happen unless the visit
methodology is central to the team’s sense of what its work and
process are about.
A brief description might read like this:
The team’s job is to learn about the actual life of the
school so it can write accurate and fair conclusions about
how well the school meets the standards. These
conclusions and the evidence that supports them must be
agreed upon by all team members.
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As guardian of the method, the team chair’s job to see that the
team uses the method well and fully. Although delivering the
team report is the chair’s most critical task, the chair’s first
responsibility is to oversee that the team performs its inquiry as
well as it can.
While differing styles of chair leadership can add to the process,
all team chairs must see that their style is in the service of their
central function—oversight of the method. Rules for evidence
and conclusions should be consistently followed by all.
The team should be limited to the number of conclusions,
commendations and recommendations it presents. This instills
the rigor of having to choose what is most important for the
team to say and diminishes the likelihood that team members
will bargain: “I will agree to your recommendation if you will
agree to mine.”
Reduce the time necessary for the team to “write” the report by
reducing the size of the report. Although this is an important
discipline, a team currently spends too much time writing at the
expense of observing in the school and reaching agreement on its
conclusions.
The term “perceptions” should be changed to “conclusions” or
“findings.” Evidence should support the conclusions, not the
recommendations.
Consider how to use computer technology to serve the visit
processes, not distract from them. Using a LCD projector for
writing the report reduces the need for various drafts in various
formats and keeps the team focused on making a single draft
accurate.
Sharpening the focus on teaching and learning requires the
team to spend much more time observing actual teaching and
learning. It is more important to observe complete classes, than
all teachers in a school. Nevertheless, it is possible to do both.
The final team business should be an open discussion to
construct its recommendation about whether a school should be
accredited or not. That decision should be reported by the team
chair to the Commission. While the Commission should certainly
review the team’s decision, and if necessary ask the chair about
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it, the chair should not undercut the team’s judgment, unless
the chair believes the team has clearly not followed the visit
procedures.
The team chair should not see the team as doing the work so
she/he can write the report. Rather the chair makes it possible
for the team to write the report, which includes supporting the
team to make unanimous decisions. That is a major source of the
rigor of the visit.
The procedures and policies related to the production of the
report should build its legitimacy as a certain, legitimate and
useful document. For example, if it is not finished when the
team disbands, the final wording should be available to all team
members for a short time, so every member can say that all
conclusions and recommendations in the report have been
subjected to the rigor of team consensus.
Each report should include a preface that describes the nature
and purpose of the report, explaining the basis for its legitimacy.
(Findings # 2.1, 2.8)
Changes in other components will also strengthen rigor.
Requiring schools to build conclusions in the self-study that are
supported by evidence will strengthen the rigor of the self-study.
(Finding # 7.3)
If the Commission considers more deliberately how well the process
that produced the team’s report was carried out, the rigor of its review
of team or school reports will increase. Statements to the public that
clarify the process of accreditation as a legitimate approach to judging
schools will also end up supporting increased rigor in the process.
(Findings # 4.3)
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STENGTHENING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
COMMISSION’S VOICE

Introduction
Findings regarding this fourth thrust from the Statement of Purpose are
presented here. These findings are supported by those from other areas, as
well as by evidence from the Sources of Evidence
Findings
1.

Since serving the public interest is now the central rationale for its
work, the Commission is required to speak up.
The Commission has been quiet about what it does, about what it
stands for, about what it thinks good practice is and about what makes
good public education policy possible.
While it might be possible to defend this stance in an earlier, quieter
day, the Commission’s lack of voice at this time is a serious loss to the
public, to its member schools and to its organizational vitality. This
quiet stance weakens the Commission’s position with its own
members, who admit they are ignorant of its purpose and process or
have misconceptions about it. The Statement of Purpose, the
effectiveness of the accreditation process and even the healthy survival
of a voluntary association—all require the Commission to find and use
its public voice.
(Finding # 6.2)

2.

What the Commission does will speak louder than any press release
or database.
As the Commission has discovered, the tough action of withholding
accreditation from a school generates much more attention than a
general press release or an education database. Making fair and tough
decisions well, acting consistently in the application of procedures and
continuously strengthening the rigor of the whole process will make a
difference.
The Commission’s belief in the rigor and value of accreditation is
crucial. The Commission too often appears defensive about the value of
the basic process of accreditation. Such an attitude about the strength
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and legitimacy of the process assures its demise. The accreditation
process should not be hidden under a bushel basket. It holds up well
under public, scientific or legal scrutiny.
The Commission will best strengthen its confidence by strengthening
the rigor of the process (just as ETS has done with its testing
methodologies).
The Commission will strengthen its voice by exploring more fully the
legal basis for the legitimacy of both its reports and its professional
judgment.
The Commission will strengthen its voice by improving its procedures
to address the day-to-day questions about the process, particularly
when accreditation is challenged at some level, whether by a school
that has been denied accreditation or by a researcher’s positive or
negative report on the effects of accreditation.
The Commission will strengthen its voice by organizing a limited
series of presentations and discussions with New England State
Departments of Education about:
The strengths and limits of accreditation
The value of a practitioner-based approach and how that
complements the approach of government agencies
The noted effect of their state policies on member schools
How they can work effectively together.
While new working relationships may possibly unfold from this, that
should not be the explicit purpose for these organized discussions.
Nevertheless, possibilities for useful collaboration that use the
different organizational characteristics in ways that are effective to
their common goal, improvement in student learning, should be
explored and acted upon.
The Commission will strengthen its voice by engaging other regional
accrediting organizations in discussions of issues about the meaning,
rigor and effectiveness of accreditation as a process.
(Finding # 6.2)
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The Commission should inform the public about the meaning and
value of accreditation.
NEASC/CPSS should become a strong advocate of the value of its
accreditation process in the current context of American school
accountability. It should be clear about the limits of the process, as
well as an advocate for its strengths, including the value of
practitioner-set standards and using practitioner judgment as the
basis for deciding how well schools are doing.
The Commission knows through its practice how standards work and
don’t work to help schools improve. It knows the ins and outs of
conducting school visits. It knows the value to schools of a practitioner
process for judging how well schools are doing.
(Finding # 6.2; SE # 11)

CONCLUSION

This document is not intended to provide one simple conclusion but a set of
ideas that will converge at different levels to stimulate and provoke the
Commission as it charts its course at this time.
It is clear that the Commission faces new issues and possibilities. It is a time
when with effort it can “make its future … equal to its opportunity.”
There is strong public agreement that schools must improve and that there
must be dramatic increase in the learning of American students. The
national call for school accountability challenges the 100-year-old American
tradition of school accreditation to review and revise its process to fit the new
landscape. A possibility rests in that challenge that the Commission will
establish the central process of accreditation as a method for understanding
and judging the quality of practice in schools, not as an evolving set of
administrative procedures. Because the Commission’s work has been in the
right direction since 1991, this strengthens the possibility that it can
successfully redesign its process.
The Commission faces the challenge of transforming accreditation into a
modern, practitioner approach to monitoring and supporting schools. If the
Commission succeeds, if it maintains the essence of its practitioner
traditions, it will make its future equal to its opportunity.
The Commission could promote the continuous improvement of teaching and
learning in our schools by deepening our understanding of how practice
works and the role that practitioners can effectively play in improving their
practice. From that understanding we could build accountability systems that
would support the development of practitioner judgment and knowledge. If
the Commission promoted the continuous improvement of teaching and
learning in our schools, through methods of accountability that actually
increased our knowledge of teaching and learning as a practice, that would
result in a much healthier state of affairs than what we have now.
The Commission would increase the possibility of making a remarkable
contribution to American public education by engendering a practitioner
voice into the national discussion about how our schools can best serve our
children. It could change how we discuss the nature of teaching and learning.
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Instead of entering the argument about which reform constructs are the most
effective, it would engender a simpler discussion about a much more complex
subject—the nature of actual practice.
It could change how we discuss the nature of teaching and learning. Instead
of arguing about which reform constructs are the most effective now, it can
engender a simpler discussion about a much more complex subject—the
nature of actual practice.
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SOURCES OF EVIDENCE
1.

Observation of six complete NEASC/CSS school accreditation visits
Overview:
Between February and May 1997 the Principal Investigator (PI)
observed six complete schools visits carried out by regular
NEASC/CPSS visiting teams. Each visit started Sunday afternoon and
ended Wednesday afternoon.
Schools were selected to provide a range of schools and visiting teams
within the limited time frame. Schools were in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and two in Rhode Island.
Source-of-Evidence Steps:
1.

The Principal Investigator observed all team meetings during
the visit.

2.

He observed most members of each team as they collected
evidence in the school.

3.

He conducted interviews with the team chair and conversations
with all team members, the school principal and other school
participants.

4.

He entered notes into a laptop computer on progress of the
meeting and the issues addressed related to study issues. When
a laptop was not appropriate, he wrote his notes on legal pads.
Each visit produced about 150 pages of notes.

5.

He collected all school documents used by the team, as well as
all handouts for the team from the chair and team members.
Drafts of the team report during each visit and later a copy of
the final report of each visit were also collected.

6.

All observations were conducted under an agreement of
confidentiality with both the school and the team. (School names
and the names of team chairs are included in the
acknowledgments.)
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This aource-of-evidence was of particular importance to findings
in the focus area, The Accreditation School Visit.

Observation of self-study activities in five schools
Overview:
In 1997 a NEASC/CPSS member school that is scheduled for a
decennial visit would begin its self-study two years before the visit. As
described in the NEASC/CPSS Accreditation Handbook, schools follow
a fairly well established series of steps to complete the self-study.
These are spread out over the two-year period.
The original study design called for the PI to spend a day at each of
four schools that were in different stages of self-study. The schedule at
each of these schools was set so that the PI could observe a school selfstudy activity (e.g. meeting of the Steering Committee), giving him
time to interview and discuss the self-study process with several school
participants. This usually included the principal and Self-Study
Steering Committee.
This resulted in observation of the following self-study events:
Early planning meeting of a Steering Committee
Speaker phone conference call between the Director of the
Commission and school participants working on the self-study,
including the school principal, members of the school’s Steering
Committee and members of the school’s Statement of Purpose
Standard Committee. The telephone call concerned the school’s
questions regarding the Commission’s intent in its Statement of
Purpose standard.
Faculty meeting to approve the school’s prepared summaries for
each standard.
Curriculum and Instruction Standard Committee.
A meeting of the Steering Committee after the visit to reflect on
the whole process.
When it was apparent to the PI that self-study was more critical to this
study than first planned, additional activities were added to the
design.
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As part of the PI’s responsibilities in a different project, the
development of the Rhode Island SALT plan, he worked with
two elementary schools and one high school in Rhode Island as
they prepared NEASC self-studies. The two elementary schools
were seeking accreditation from the Commission on Elementary
Schools. Work ranged from one day to ten days in each school. It
was decided to include in this study’s Sources-of-Evidence
relevant evidence from this work on self-study.
All observations of the school visit included conversations with
school participants about the self-study. This evidence was also
included in this source-of-evidence.
Self-study evidence was collected throughout the 1997 calendar year.
All evidence collected at schools was collected under agreements of
confidentiality.
Source-of-Evidence Steps:
1. The Principal Investigator arranged logistics for observation and
interviews with considerable assistance from Commission staff.
2. He conducted observations, interviews and discussions at school
sites.
3. He recorded notes on a laptop.
4. He collected relevant documents and drafts at each site.
5. The initial findings on self-study were reviewed by working
sessions. Particular attention was accorded the findings at the
sessions held at schools.
6. This source of evidence was of particular importance in the focus
area, Self-Study.
3.

Observation of and participation in Commission meetings
Overview:
As described in the focus area, Decision-Making, the Commission
(“Board”) meets quarterly. These are “private meetings.” The PI was
invited to be a guest at the following meetings:
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June 22-23, 1997
September 27, 1997
January 24-25, 1998
March 29-30, 1998
On Sunday afternoon the Commission Review Committees worked on
review reports from schools to prepare a recommendation on each one
for the business meeting on Monday morning. At the June and
September 97 meetings the PI followed the progress of the decision
making for the schools whose visits he had observed.
He presented the design of this study at the January 24, 1998 session
and conducted two working sessions on the initial study findings with
commission members at the March 29-30, 1998 meeting.
He observed the full Monday morning business session at all four
meetings.
In addition, he was invited to the Commission’s Leadership Council on
June 28, 1998 and to present a briefing about this report at a workshop
session of the Association’s annual meeting on December 4, 1998.
Source-of-Evidence Steps:
1.

Principal Investigator observed and participated in meetings as
indicated above.

2.

He talked with many Commission members.

3.

He entered notes in a laptop on the progress of meetings and the
issues addressed related to the study issues.

4.

He collected documents relevant to the meeting.

5.

Analysis of notes contributed to findings, particularly those in
the focus area, Decision Making.

6.

All notes were collected under an agreement of confidentiality.

7.

Commission members reviewed the initial study findings at the
working session in March 1998. Reactions were carefully
considered in the preparation of the final findings. This source of
evidence was of particular importance to findings in the focus
area, Decision-Making.
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Observation of and participation in the work of the Commission’s
Standards Review Committee
Overview:
This Committee was convened by the Director to begin the regular
five-year review of standards. Chaired by Robert Mackin, its members
were drawn from member schools and two member school districts. In
addition three members were from the Commission’s professional staff.
(Committee members are listed in the Appendix).
In Fall 1997, prior to the first meeting, Commission staff sought
comments from all member schools on how the existing standards
might be improved. Many schools responded.
The Committee decided at its first meeting that its task was not only
to revise the wording of the standards, but to reconsider their
structure, organization and function in the accreditation process.
The LAB at Brown supported the Committee’s work as an integral part
of this study. The LAB engaged four national experts on standards and
school reform to prepare extensive critique of the existing standards
and to comment on a draft of the 2000 Standards.
The Committee met eight times from April 1997 to February 1998
(April 30, 1997, May 30, July 10-11, August 5, September 17,
December 12, January 21, 1998).
The Committee began by considering several major issues: the function
of standards in accreditation including how schools respond to the
current set, the latest research and policy work on school
characteristics that support effective learning (Breaking Ranks was
the primary reference point here.), the critique of the expert panel.
The proposed standards from the Committee were sent out to all
member schools for comment, reviewed at six regional meetings for
members held by Commission staff throughout New England in
February and early March and approved by the Commission in March
1998.
Source-of-Evidence Steps:
1.

The Principal Investigator observed and participated in all
meetings.
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2.

He conducted interviews and carried out conversations with
most members of the Committee.

3.

He kept notes on a laptop on the progress of meetings and issues
they addressed related to study issues.

4.

He conducted the review of the standards by the panel of experts
(Listed in the Appendix).

5.

He prepared the following memos about issues related to
standard construction based on initial findings of the study.
Memos are included in the report’s supplement: Source-ofEvidence Documents.
October 26, 1996, Review of Extant Standards of the NEASC
Commission on Public Secondary Schools.
April 24, 1997, Standard queries.
October 1, 1997, What the Experts Say about Current CPSS
Standards (Final Version)
July 2, 1997, Recommendations.
December 12, 1997, The Panel of Experts Reacts to Draft of
2000 Standards.

6.

5.

Notes were analyzed. This source of evidence was of particular
importance to findings in the focus area, The Effectiveness of the
1998 Review Process.

Observation of and participation in the work of the Commission’s
Self-Study Review Committee
Overview:
This Committee met as part of the normal five-year cycle of
NEASC/CPSS standards review. The standards were developed during
1997 and approved at the March 1998 Board meeting. This
Committee’s task was to develop the materials that would support
schools to use the new standards in their self-study.
The 2000 Standards represent a major change for the schools.
Therefore, it was decided to conduct a review that would go beyond the
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usual review of self-study materials and would include rethinking the
purpose and process of self-study.
The Director appointed a committee, chaired by Jacqueline G.
Soychak, of eight participants, including staff and representatives of
member schools. (The list of members is included in the Appendix.)
The Committee met on four days in 1998. (June 5 and July 7& 8, 20).
Considerable drafting work took place between meetings.
Recognizing the critical importance of this committee’s work, the LAB
at Brown provided support for some of the costs of its work.
The committee considered the purpose for the self-study, the important
implications of the new standards for the self-study and prepared
drafts of guidance for schools embarked on a self-study with the 2000
Standards. The staff edited and completed the guidance materials. The
Commission Board reviewed them and they were distributed to schools
in September 1998.
Source-of-Evidence Steps:
1.

Principal Investigator observed and participated in all meetings.

2.

He prepared a memo about issues of self-study design based on
the initial findings of this study. The memo is included in this
report’s Supplement of Source of Evidence Documents.

3.

He carried out conversations with most members of the
committee.

4.

He entered notes into a laptop on progress of meeting and the
issues addressed related to this study.

5.

Notes were analyzed. This source of evidence was of particular
importance for findings in the focus area, The Effectiveness of the
1998 Review Process.
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Observation of and participation in Training Workshops for Team
Chairs
Overview:
NEASC/CPSS holds an annual training workshop for team chairs at
the end of July. The workshop provides presentation and working
sessions on specific issues that chairs face.
The PI was invited to observe and participate in the 1997 and 1998
workshops.
Source-of-Evidence Steps:

7.

1.

The Principal Investigator observed and participated in these
two sessions.

2.

He conducted interviews and carried out conversations with
several chairs, including those who chaired the teams he
observed.

3.

He entered notes into a laptop on progress of meeting and the
issues addressed related to the study.

4.

This source of evidence was particularly important to findings in
the focus area, The Accreditation School Visit.

Interviews of national experts on history of accreditation, school
standards and legal issues
Overview:
As already described under the Sources-of-Evidence related to the
Standards Review Committee, the PI interviewed four national experts
on issues related to the development of effective standards. They are
listed in the Acknowledgements.
Source-of-Evidence Steps

1. Each was sent a brief description of the study goals, the existing
NEASC/CPSS standards, and a description of their task including
interview questions. Each spent a day preparing answers to the questions.
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2. The PI interviewed each by phone. Interviews ranged from 2-3 hours. The
interviews were recorded and the PI took notes.
3. A draft of the memo, “What the Experts Say about Current NEASC/CPSS
Standards” was prepared by the PI and reviewed by each expert. The final
memo was prepared.
4. Each expert was later sent a copy of the draft standards and asked to
review them.
5. Following a second phone interview, the PI prepared a Power-Point
presentation (December 12, 1997) for the Standards Committee.
6. This was an important source of evidence for the focus area, Effectiveness
of the Review Process. The memos and report resulting from it are
included in the supplementary volume, Sources-of-Evidence Documents.
In addition the PI interviewed the public member of the Commission’s
Board, who is a lawyer and who provides advice to the Commission on
legal issues. His purpose was to learn the legal status of professional
judgment and of the team’s report. In addition the legal issues
resulting from the private/public organizational nature of the
Commission and Association were discussed.
Finally, he interviewed two students of accreditation and its history.
The legal expert was interviewed in person and the historical experts
by phone. Notes were taken.
These notes were a source of evidence for the Context section.
8.

Compilation of Bibliography on Accreditation
Overview:
This Bibliography is a good start at compiling a comprehensive
bibliography. Most of it was compiled between April and October of
1997. The starting points were bibliographies of NEASC publications
and a thesis on NEASC accreditation.
Extensive searching was done of ERIC, Dissertation Abstracts and
other education databases.
Titles were eliminated, if accreditation was used only to describe an
institution and the source was not about accreditation.
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A few recent works were added in 1998.
The Bibliography is included in the supplementary volume, Source-ofEvidence Documents.
9.

Constructing Steps of the NEASC/CPSS Visit
Overview:
It was important to ground the analysis of the visit in this set of steps
that describe how it currently takes place. Not only do the steps
provide a base for this analysis, but also they more closely represent
the prevalent approach to describing the visit.
The PI constructed these steps from his notes of observations during
the early visits and from the NEASC/CPSS Handbook for Chairs. From
that point, the list was revised a number of times by:
Observations of the remaining visits;
Informal and formal feedback from chairs and NEASC/CPSS
staff during visits; chair training workshops and working
sessions.
The final list is the result of four full drafts and represents a high
degree of certainty. It is used as a source of evidence in several focus
areas, but most notably The Visit. The final list follows. It is also
included in this report’s supplementary volume, Source-of-Evidence
Documents.
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The steps of the NEASC/CPSS Accreditation Visit
These steps represent as fully as possible the actual practice of the visit. Most
of these steps are based on PI observations. The steps for the visit have been
carefully refined through conversations with visiting committee chairs and
with staff.
Important steps that were not directly observed are indicated by an *.
The steps are presented from the vantage point of a NEASC staff member.
Many steps overlap and the process is not as linear as this presentation
suggests.

1.

*NEASC/CPSS staff member proposes to the school principal a
chair of the visiting team. That process is repeated to select an
assistant chair. The principal must approve the selection.

2.

*NEASC/CPSS staff builds the membership of the visiting team
from practitioner volunteers. The principal reviews the
candidates and may eliminate candidates. Membership of a
team is expected to include four administrators, six to nine
classroom teachers, a student service representative, an
educational media specialist, and when available, a
representative of the state’s department of education, colleges or
the public.

3.

*The chair (and sometimes the assistant chair) meets with the
school.

4.

The school sends its completed self-study to team members. The
team chair sends initial work assignments to team members,
which usually includes additional NEASC/CPSS materials
describing the visit process. Each member is assigned usually to
at least one standard, trying to match the professional expertise
of team members.

5.

*Team members prepare by reviewing the self-study and the
visit materials they receive from the chair and the school.

6.

*Team members make arrangements to travel to the school and
to be away for four days.
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7.

The team meets for orientation at the school on Sunday
afternoon.

8.

The chair reviews the team schedule, their work assignments
and adjusts individual assignments as necessary. An
assignment to a standard implies responsibility for coordinating
the collection of information about that standard, preparation of
drafts of the team report on that standard and presentation of
them for review by and the approval of the full team.

9.

On Sunday team members and school members (usually the
school’s Self-Study Steering Committee, augmented by
additional faculty) are introduced to each other. The team is
escorted on a tour of the facility. The school gives the team a
dinner and makes a presentation about the school.

10.

During the next three days the team and the school people
engage in pre-arranged interviews and meetings at the school.

11.

In addition most team members engage in numerous informal
conversations, frequently initiated by school participants who
have a question or wish to make a point. Each faculty member
has the opportunity to complete a confidential questionnaire.
These are carefully reviewed by the team.

12.

Team members visit classrooms briefly. The target is to visit
each teacher’s class briefly (5-15 minutes). No notes are taken in
classes.

13.

Team member(s) assigned to a standard will draft a report on
that standard.

14.

Each standard report is organized into four sections: description,
perceptions, commendations and recommendations. Much of the
description is taken from the school’s self-study, but that is now
“verified” by the team.

15.

The chair will usually ask the team to discuss its general
perceptions of school.

16.

The visiting team discusses each draft of the reports on the ten
standards.
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17.

The original members who drafted the standard reports revise
their drafts, based on the team’s discussion and its decisions
about what should be changed.

18.

The team usually discusses the substance, and sometimes much
of the wording, of final drafts and comes to agreement on that.

19.

Using a four-point scale (Excellent, good, fair and poor) team
members, who have prepared the report on a standard, will
recommend the rating for how well the school meets that
standard. The team discusses and agrees on a rating. This
discussion is usually quite thorough.

20.

Each team member votes by secret ballot on what accreditation
action he recommends. While chairs normally take time to
explain the possible choices, the actual vote is not discussed. The
team does not make a formal team recommendation regarding
the school’s accreditation status. Some chairs ask the team to
discuss what they are thinking, but not their actually votes.

21.

Team members complete their work. which includes preparing
internal evaluative forms on the visit and on the chairs.
Certificates of Appreciation are awarded. Occasionally an roundthe-table feedback session takes place about the experience.
Most team members express strong positive comments about the
experience and its professional value. The team disbands.

22.

The chair gives an oral report on the team’s overall findings to
the school faculty on Wednesday afternoon.

23.

The chair prepares the draft report. At the same time the chair
prepares his written comments (blue checklist). The chair
reports in this document the team’s agreed upon rating for each
standard and the results of the team’s secret ballot on
accreditation action.
The chair’s report concludes with overall comments and
recommendation for accreditation action by the Commission.
The chair highlights recommendations and commendations that
need special attention by the Commission. The Commission is
most likely to emphasize these to the school.

24.

*NEASC/CPSS staff and its outside editor edit the draft report
for clarity and consistency. These edits are discussed with the
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chair, who sends the draft to the principal no later than 10
weeks after the visit.

10.

25.

*The principal and chair either meet do discuss any concerns the
principal has with the text of the report or they discuss this
matter on the phone or in writing.

26.

*Following receipt of the principal’s response, the chair prepares
the final report, which the chair submits to NEASC/CPSS.

Preparing Foundations of the Visit (Catalpa Ltd.)
Foundations of the Visit provides a substantive template for
considering the NEASC/CPSS Accreditation Visit. It presents the
fundamental characteristics of the visit as a method for knowing
schools. It is built from seven years of studying the visit as it works in
England, NEASC/CPSS, and SALT.
Its origins are described in the focus area, Introduction of the Visit and
in the introduction to the document itself. It was used as a source of
evidence for the focus area, The Accreditation School Visit.
Foundations of the Visit is included at the end of this report. It is also
included in this report’s supplementary volume, Source-of-Evidence
Documents.

11.

Analysis of documents on the history of both NEASC and the
Commission
As described in the text in the Context section of this report, the
documents on the history of the Association, the Commission and even
of American accreditation are notably scant. The documents used as
sources of evidence in this report, notably for the Context section are
included in the report’s Cited References, which appears before the
Appendix.

12.

Analysis of guides prepared by NEASC/CPSS
The handbooks prepared by NEASC/CPSS—for schools who are
engaged in the decennial evaluation and for team chairs—are well
done. They provide a valuable written record of the process, at least as
it is expected to be done.
The analysis of guides has continued throughout this study for
different purposes including:
Providing information about both the visit and the self-study
during the observations
Checking the Steps and Foundations
Noting changes from the revisions
They were used as sources of evidence for all the focus areas
considering the process itself.
They are included in both the Report References in the Appendix to this
document and in the Bibliography.

13.

Review of handbooks and guides from other American accrediting
associations and other school-visit protocols
The review of American accreditation guides was perfunctory. Most are
listed in the Bibliography.
The review of other school-visit protocols was thorough. They were
used as a source of evidence primarily for Foundations.
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Feedback from chairs of the observed visiting teams regarding the
initial findings of the study
At a special session for that purpose this study’s first written analyses
of the visit were reviewed during the 1997 training session by most of
the chairs of the six teams that were observed. Many of the chairs also
participated in the working session feedback on initial findings in
Spring 1998.
Their feedback was a source of evidence mostly for the focus area, The
Accreditation School Visit.

15.

Feedback from ten working session discussions about the initial
findings of the study.
Overview:
The working sessions were carried out as an activity of this study.
Working session participants included members of schools’ self-study
committees, school participants who had served on a visiting team,
Commission members, state department representatives and members
of the national educational research and policy community.
The best overview of the sessions themselves is excerpts from the
explanation that was given to participants:
You have been asked to take part in an unusual event. You will
be one of about 100 people who have agreed to review the first
draft of conclusions from this exploratory research study that
seeks to understand how public school accreditation can be
improved.
This Briefing Book is an integral part of the Study of
Accreditation, a two year exploratory research project of the
LAB at Brown. It presents the provisional conclusions of this
study.
Your task is to scrutinize these conclusions and to
discuss them in the session with me and the other
members of your working group.
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The exploratory nature of the research and the potential
influence of its conclusions on New England public schools
turned me to this somewhat unorthodox research exercise.
The working group sessions provided a chance to discuss the
validity, utility and implications of my conclusions with school
practitioners and other interested groups. The first working
group was a cross-section of New England educators, working
with the LAB on secondary school restructuring. Our discussion
strongly supported the value of the working group sessions to
the research purposes.
Based on working group sessions that will be held in March
1998,and my continuing analysis, I will prepare the final
documents of the study. We plan to send each participant a copy
of the final documents. It is important for their integrity that
this Briefing Book not be copied, circulated or used in any way,
except as the key document for the working group sessions.
The format of most that follows is a detailed outline, which
leaves out description and examples of evidence. I have
deliberately tried to present my findings in a way that will work
best for the working sessions, eschewing the traditional
conventions of the research monograph. It is a different way of
working.
The purpose for the working sessions is to check what is here in
the Briefing Book against the understanding of others,
particularly those who participate in public school accreditation
or are affected by it.
The outcome of this exercise is not to build a document that
warrants everyone’s agreement. It is to increase my certainty
that:
♦ As a researcher, the findings are close to right
♦ As a writer, they are presented clearly and persuasively.
The final documents will owe a great deal to the working session
participants.
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Source-of-Evidence Steps:
Jan.–Feb. 1998

Prepared Briefing Book for the sessions. The
original version was modified twice during the
sessions.
The final version is included in this report’s
Supplementof Source-of-Evidence Documents.

150 people attended the nine sessions:
Group

Location

LAB’s

Date

LAB

February 25, 1998

LAB

March 11, 1998

NEASC Staff

Bedford MA

March 13, 1998

Vermont State Department

Burlington VT March 16, 1998

Sohegan (NH),

Amherst NH

March 17, 1998

Pilgrim (RI),

Warwick RI

March 18, 1998

State Department Reps

LAB

March 20, 1998

English (MA),

Boston MA

March 23, 1998

NEASC/CPSS Commission.

Danvers MA

March 29-30, 1998

Secondary Schools Initiative
Annenberg Institute;
Brown Ed Department

May 1998

Prepared “Notes from Working Sessions” to
summarize comments from sessions.

June 1998

Prepared first draft of this report, beginning with
the Briefing Book as modified by information from
the working sessions.

Major points
These sessions were immensely helpful in unearthing errors of fact,
omissions and various opinions on the value of findings.
The most important issue was about whether the shift to school
improvement was away from the purpose of traditional accreditation
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practice and the value of making that shift. There was strong
agreement on the value of changing the self-study.
Overall the description of the steps of the visit and other aspects of the
visit were considered accurate and seen as helpful.
16.

Feedback from NEASC/CPSS staff
Overview:

Feedback and support from the Commission’s staff was continuous
throughout the project. The Director reviewed drafts of the Briefing Book and
an early draft of this report for comment on incorrect information and
suggestions for how to present the Findings in effective ways to the various
constituent groups of the Commission.
10.

Preparing Foundations of the Visit (Catalpa Ltd.)
Foundations of the Visit provides a substantive template for
considering the NEASC/CPSS Accreditation Visit. It presents the
fundamental characteristics of the visit as a method for knowing
schools. It is built from seven years of studying the visit as it works in
England, NEASC/CPSS, and SALT.
Its origins are described in the focus area, Introduction of the Visit and
in the introduction to the document itself. It was used as a source of
evidence for the focus area, The Accreditation School Visit.
Foundations of the Visit is included at the end of this report. It is also
included in this report’s supplementary volume, Source-of-Evidence
Documents.
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Analysis of documents on the history of both NEASC and the
Commission
As described in the text in the Context section of this report, the
documents on the history of the Association, the Commission and even
of American accreditation are notably scant. The documents used as
sources of evidence in this report, notably for the Context section are
included in the report’s Cited References, which appears before the
Appendix.

12.

Analysis of guides prepared by NEASC/CPSS
The handbooks prepared by NEASC/CPSS—for schools who are
engaged in the decennial evaluation and for team chairs—are well
done. They provide a valuable written record of the process, at least as
it is expected to be done.
The analysis of guides has continued throughout this study for
different purposes including:
Providing information about both the visit and the self-study
during the observations
Checking the Steps and Foundations
Noting changes from the revisions
They were used as sources of evidence for all the focus areas
considering the process itself.
They are included in both the Report References in the Appendix to this
document and in the Bibliography.

13.

Review of handbooks and guides from other American accrediting
associations and other school-visit protocols
The review of American accreditation guides was perfunctory. Most are
listed in the Bibliography.
The review of other school-visit protocols was thorough. They were
used as a source of evidence primarily for Foundations.
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Feedback from chairs of the observed visiting teams regarding the
initial findings of the study
At a special session for that purpose this study’s first written analyses
of the visit were reviewed during the 1997 training session by most of
the chairs of the six teams that were observed. Many of the chairs also
participated in the working session feedback on initial findings in
Spring 1998.
Their feedback was a source of evidence mostly for the focus area, The
Accreditation School Visit.

15.

Feedback from ten working session discussions about the initial
findings of the study.
Overview:
The working sessions were carried out as an activity of this study.
Working session participants included members of schools’ self-study
committees, school participants who had served on a visiting team,
Commission members, state department representatives and members
of the national educational research and policy community.
The best overview of the sessions themselves is excerpts from the
explanation that was given to participants:
You have been asked to take part in an unusual event. You will
be one of about 100 people who have agreed to review the first
draft of conclusions from this exploratory research study that
seeks to understand how public school accreditation can be
improved.
This Briefing Book is an integral part of the Study of
Accreditation, a two year exploratory research project of the
LAB at Brown. It presents the provisional conclusions of this
study.
Your task is to scrutinize these conclusions and to
discuss them in the session with me and the other
members of your working group.
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The exploratory nature of the research and the potential
influence of its conclusions on New England public schools
turned me to this somewhat unorthodox research exercise.
The working group sessions provided a chance to discuss the
validity, utility and implications of my conclusions with school
practitioners and other interested groups. The first working
group was a cross-section of New England educators, working
with the LAB on secondary school restructuring. Our discussion
strongly supported the value of the working group sessions to
the research purposes.
Based on working group sessions that will be held in March
1998,and my continuing analysis, I will prepare the final
documents of the study. We plan to send each participant a copy
of the final documents. It is important for their integrity that
this Briefing Book not be copied, circulated or used in any way,
except as the key document for the working group sessions.
The format of most that follows is a detailed outline, which
leaves out description and examples of evidence. I have
deliberately tried to present my findings in a way that will work
best for the working sessions, eschewing the traditional
conventions of the research monograph. It is a different way of
working.
The purpose for the working sessions is to check what is here in
the Briefing Book against the understanding of others,
particularly those who participate in public school accreditation
or are affected by it.
The outcome of this exercise is not to build a document that
warrants everyone’s agreement. It is to increase my certainty
that:
♦ As a researcher, the findings are close to right
♦ As a writer, they are presented clearly and persuasively.
The final documents will owe a great deal to the working session
participants.
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Source-of-Evidence Steps:
Jan.–Feb. 1998

Prepared Briefing Book for the sessions. The
original version was modified twice during the
sessions.
The final version is included in this report’s
Supplementof Source-of-Evidence Documents.

150 people attended the nine sessions:
Group

Location

LAB’s

Date

LAB

February 25, 1998

LAB

March 11, 1998

NEASC Staff

Bedford MA

March 13, 1998

Vermont State Department

Burlington VT March 16, 1998

Sohegan (NH),

Amherst NH

March 17, 1998

Pilgrim (RI),

Warwick RI

March 18, 1998

State Department Reps

LAB

March 20, 1998

English (MA),

Boston MA

March 23, 1998

NEASC/CPSS Commission.

Danvers MA

March 29-30, 1998

Secondary Schools Initiative
Annenberg Institute;
Brown Ed Department

May 1998

Prepared “Notes from Working Sessions” to
summarize comments from sessions.

June 1998

Prepared first draft of this report, beginning with
the Briefing Book as modified by information from
the working sessions.

Major points
These sessions were immensely helpful in unearthing errors of fact,
omissions and various opinions on the value of findings.
The most important issue was about whether the shift to school
improvement was away from the purpose of traditional accreditation
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practice and the value of making that shift. There was strong
agreement on the value of changing the self-study.
Overall the description of the steps of the visit and other aspects of the
visit were considered accurate and seen as helpful.
16.

Feedback from NEASC/CPSS staff
Overview:
Feedback and support from the Commission’s staff was continuous
throughout the project. The Director reviewed drafts of the Briefing
Book and an early draft of this report for comment on incorrect
information and suggestions for how to present the Findings in
effective ways to the various constituent groups of the Commission.
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Fred Newman, University of Wisconsin
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Note: More than 150 educators participated in the following ten
sessions to review the initial study findings:
The Commission’s Board
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